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Investors flee
from dollar on
stimulus fears

NEW YORK—The dollar fell
sharply against a range of
currencies Thursday as pros-
pects for Asian economic
growth contrasted with the
likely need for more stimulus
in the U.S.

A monetary-tightening
move overnight by the Mone-
tary Authority of Singapore
accelerated the dollar’s slide,
knocking the greenback to
long-term lows against rivals
in Asia, Europe and North
America before the dollar re-
gained some poise in New
York trading.

Investors viewed Sin-
gapore’s decision to widen
and raise the trading band for
the Singapore dollar as an in-
dication Asian economies now
are strong enough to tolerate
monetary tightening, while
the dollar languishes under
the likelihood of more easing
by the Federal Reserve.

Thursday afternoon in
New York, the euro was at
$1.4054 from $1.3957 late
Wednesday. The dollar was at
81.42 from 81.77 yen, while

the euro was at 114.61 yen
from 114.12 yen Wednesday.
The pound was at $1.5991
from $1.5892. The dollar was
at 0.9519 Swiss francs from
0.9594 francs.

“A broader emerging-mar-
ket move against the dollar is
starting to become more ac-
ceptable,” said Steven Eng-
lander, a currency strategist
at Citigroup. “Singapore may
be at the leading edge of Asia,
but what is of concern is that
others may follow.”

The Singapore news accel-
erated dollar selling that al-
ready had been stoked by con-
cern over low U.S. interest
rates, a run-up in Asian equi-
ties this week and large gains
in commodities like gold and
oil.

The combination drove the
yen as well as higher-yielding
currencies to notable levels
overnight.

The dollar ground down to
a fresh 15-year low of 80.88
yen. China’s yuan surged to
its highest point against the
dollar since the Chinese cur-
rency began regular trading in
1994. The euro broke to

$1.4123, its highest level since
January. The Canadian dollar
traded below parity for the
first time since April, while
the Australian dollar hit
US$0.9993, its highest point
since it was floated in 1983.
The dollar dropped to an all-
time low against the Swiss
franc at 0.9464 francs.

In New York trading, the
dollar recovered from its
worst levels but remained
sharply lower on the day.

With the dollar perilously
close to its all-time low
against the yen, investors are
keenly attuned to any reaction
from Japanese authorities.

Japanese Prime Minister
Naoto Kan said Thursday that
excess volatility in foreign-ex-
change rates is unfavorable,
Kyodo News reported. The
comment came after the dol-
lar fell briefly to 80.88 yen for
the first time since April 1995.

BY ANDREW J. JOHNSON

U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron, right, looks on as California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger,
the former screen tough guy, hails British troops as ‘true action heroes’ at Wellington Barracks in
London on Thursday. Earlier, the two politicians discussed deficits and other issues.

Schwarzenegger praises ‘true action heroes’
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The Quirk

Halloween isn’t the only
reason for the spike in
powdered-wig sales. Page 29

Editorial
& Opinion

Lifting the cap on British
education. Page 12
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Wal-Mart pursues new environment effort
Wal-Mart Stores Inc.

pledged to dramatically boost
the locally grown produce it
purchases from small farmers
in the U.S. and abroad over
the next five years.

The move adds a new leg
to the world’s largest retailer
efforts to improve its corpo-
rate image by reducing its en-
vironmental footprint. But
some questions remain, in-
cluding how much of the costs
will be borne by its suppliers.

The giant retailer dis-
closed a wide-ranging set of
goals related to its food sup-

ply chain Thursday, including
doubling the amount of food
bought from local farmers in
the U.S. in the next five years.
In emerging markets such as
China and India it plans to
sell $1 billion worth of food
grown by a million small and
medium farmers and train
them to use water, pesticides
and fertilizer more efficiently.

Food accounts for the larg-
est share of Wal-Mart sales,
which hit $405 billion in its
fiscal year ended January 31.
In the U.S., groceries ac-
counted for more than half of
its sales, but this is the first
time in its five-year program

to be more environmentally
friendly that Wal-Mart has fo-
cused its efforts primarily on
global agriculture.

Wal-Mart devised these
goals with input from a host
of non-profit environmental
and social issues groups that
work with the Bentonville,
Ark., retailer.

“Wal-Mart can potentially
use their scale to really move
the needle on sustainable ag-
riculture,” said Michelle Har-
vey, at the Environmental De-
fense Fund’s satellite office
near Wal-Mart’s Arkansas
headquarters. The retailer has
“the potential to have a sig-

nificant impact on the best
way to make food in a way
that is the least harmful to
the planet.”

A panel of agricultural ex-
perts assembled by Wal-Mart
warned that food production
will have to expand exponen-
tially in the next 35 years to
adequately match expected
population gains.

Wal-Mart will for the first
time ask suppliers about the
water, energy and fertilizer
they use per unit of food pro-
duced in an effort to encour-
age efficiency and innovation
in using resources, it said.

Experts say that two con-

tributors to deforestation are
beef ranching in South Amer-
ica and the production of In-
donesian palm oil, a product
used in cooking oils, cosmet-
ics and soap.

In Brazil, where Wal-Mart
is the third biggest retail
chain, it says it only sells beef
from ranches that have not
despoiled the rainforest. Wal-
Mart plans to expand that
program globally in the next
five years.

It is launching an initiative
requiring palm oil used in its
private label products to be
sourced in a way that doesn’t
lead to rainforest destruction.

BY ANN ZIMMERMAN

� Australian dollar climbs to a
28-year high ................................. 4

� Japan and South Korea
tangle over currencies ............ 4

� U.S. trade deficit grew wider
in August ........................................ 9
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France becomes
the euro zone’s
new front line

Nicholas Sarkozy’s battle over
pension reform is acquiring sym-
bolic importance far beyond the
economic benefits of the measures
being proposed. The French presi-
dent needs to hold firm despite his
government’s unpopularity, rolling
strikes and the looming 2012 elec-
tions. A U-turn now could prove
deeply damaging both for France
and the rest of the euro zone.

A U-turn must be tempting. The
narrowing gap between yields on
German and French government
debt suggests markets are comfort-
able with France’s fiscal austerity
program. The pension overhaul, cen-
tered on raising the retirement age
to 62 from 60 by 2018, is so mild
that abandoning it would have no
serious near-term impact on French
finances. Economic growth has re-
covered. The birth rate is improving,
relieving some future pressure on a
tax-funded pension system.

But the reform is crucial for
France’s fiscal credibility. Five ma-
jor attempts to address persistent
budget deficits since 1976 failed. No
wonder France now holds a fifth of
gross euro-zone sovereign debt. The
last three budgets have missed their
target by 1%, 1.4%, and 2.9% of GDP.
With the country’s pension deficit
running at 1.7% of GDP, France’s
long-term creditworthiness depends
on convincing investors it can bal-
ance the pension books by 2018.

France’s triple-A rating is vital
for the euro zone’s own credibility.
France has 20% of €440 billion
($614.11 billion) in sovereign guar-
antees that make up the new Euro-
pean Financial Stabilization Facility
for distressed member states.

If France won’t tackle the cost of
looking after its aging population,
there is little incentive for more
troubled countries like Greece and
Ireland to do so. It would also cast
doubt on Europe’s wider commit-
ment to vital structural reforms
needed to raise its growth potential.

This is a battle Mr. Sarkozy must
win with what political capital he
retains. —Matthew Curtin

Hot emerging markets risk overheating
Emerging markets are red hot,

but will they become too hot to han-
dle?

A combination of strong domestic
growth and exceptionally loose mon-
etary policy in the West is fueling
huge flows into emerging markets.

Emerging-market equity-fund in-
flows hit a 33-month high last week
of more than $6 billion, according to
data group EPFR Global. Emerging-
market debt specialist Ashmore
Group on Wednesday said inflows
helped lift assets under management
by 18% in the third quarter. Investors
should remember the risks.

There are already some signs of
overexuberance. Mexico recently is-
sued 100-year bonds. The cost of in-
suring junk-rated Indonesia’s sover-
eign debt is only marginally above
that of double-A-rated Belgium.
Emerging-market corporate-debt is-
suance is booming, although so far

yields remain high. Equity valua-
tions, at least, still look reasonable,
with the MSCI emerging-market in-
dex at a forward price/earnings mul-
tiple of 11, below the 20-year average
of 13.7, according to HSBC. The Stan-
dard & Poor’s 500-stock index, by
contrast, is at 14 times.

Markets may yet go much higher.
Emerging-market fundamentals are
strong. The IMF says advanced econ-
omies will grow 2.7% in 2010 but
emerging economies will jump 7.1%.

Emerging-market debt-to-GDP ra-
tios and budget deficits are generally
more comfortable than in the West.
And with a combined $5 trillion in
foreign-exchange reserves, emerging
markets have a big cushion against
future financial crises.

More importantly, emerging mar-
kets are grossly under-represented
in many investors’ holdings. Emerg-
ing-market countries will account for

47% of world GDP this year, yet al-
most none of the $16 trillion of Or-
ganization for Economic Cooperation
and Development pension-fund cash
is in emerging-market debt, an $8
trillion asset class, according to J.P.
Morgan. Similarly, emerging markets
account for 31% of global stock-mar-
ket capitalization but only 6% of de-
veloped-market institutional inves-
tors’ equity portfolios, Goldman
Sachs estimates.

But investors dazzled by growth
may be underestimating the politi-
cal, legal and institutional risks.
South Korea, Thailand and Brazil
have already introduced controls to
fend off sharp currency appreciation
fueled by U.S. monetary policy; oth-
ers may follow. Alternatively, central
banks may hold off rate increases to
avoid further “hot money” flows but
thereby risk new asset bubbles and
inflation. Liquidity remains a con-

cern: if risk aversion in emerging
markets builds, the rush of cash for
the exit could be huge and destabi-
lizing.

—Richard Barley

Standard Chartered’s worrying lead
Will Standard Chartered’s deci-

sion to raise £3.3 billion ($5.24 bil-
lion) in new equity trigger a raft of
similar European bank capital in-
creases? That largely depends on
whether one accepts the premise of
the U.K. emerging markets-focused
bank’s rights issue: that it expects
regulators to demand faster imple-
mentation of the new Basel 3 capital
requirements and to impose addi-
tional equity capital demands on
systemically important banks.

This scenario looks unlikely. Stan-
dard’s lead regulator, the U.K.’s Fi-
nancial Services Authority, has made
clear it supports the Basel commit-
tee’s decision to give banks time to
meet the new capital requirements.
The proposed rules don’t fully take
effect until 2019. Meanwhile, discus-
sions over additional capital require-
ments for systemically important
banks are continuing, with a variety
of alternatives to equity under dis-
cussion, including contingent con-
vertibles and so-called bail-in bonds.

Sure, the proposed new Basel
rules will impose new burdens. The

major European wholesale banks
could see risk-weighted assets, or
RWAs, rise by an average 22%, ac-
cording to Morgan Stanley research.
Worst affected are likely to be UBS,
Barclays and Credit Suisse. Com-
bined with changes to the way capi-
tal is measured, European bank core
Tier 1 ratios would fall by an average
2.8 percentage points to 8.6%.

But these numbers are prelimi-
nary; the banks are still uncertain of
the final impact. Many banks, includ-
ing UBS, Credit Suisse, Barclays and
BNP Paribas, have said they see no
need to raise new equity—after all,
they have other options.

They can take mitigating action to
reduce RWAs, such as clearing assets
via central counterparties to reduce
the capital charge. They could pay
employee bonuses in qualifying capi-
tal instruments such as contingent
convertibles. Existing subordinated-
debt holders might also agree to ex-
changes into new forms of capital.

Unlike Standard, whose capital
hike was partly designed to protect
its totemic dividend, most European
banks have scope to delay or reduce
payouts. Also unlike Standard, some
may choose to shed assets rather
than raise equity, reflecting the
greater uncertainty over their long-
term sustainable returns. With many
European banks trading at or close
to book value, most will rightly want
to avoid raising equity at all costs.

—Simon Nixon

On the same track
Cost to insure $10 million of bonds
against default for five years,
in thousands of dollars
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Even OPEC worries about QE2.
But does it really have cause to
complain?

Before Thursday’s decision to
leave output quotas unchanged,
members Venezuela and Iran grum-
bled that oil should be closer to
$100 a barrel to offset a devalued
dollar. But the math doesn’t back
that up.

This year, the broad dollar index
is down 0.6%, while oil is up 4.6%.
Even the dollar’s slide of 10% since
June 30 is largely matched by a
9.8% oil-price increase.

In purely euro terms, an in-
crease in oil, driven only by foreign
exchange, to $100 from today’s
$83 would imply the single cur-
rency rising to $1.69 from $1.41.

In fact, since the end of 2008,
the dollar index has dropped 4.9%
but oil has jumped 86%.

America’s lax monetary
policy creates all sorts of distor-
tions and reeks of economic manip-
ulation. But it is a bit rich for an oil
cartel to be complaining about
that.

OVERHEARD
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Weber’s tough talk goes down well
but it could damage his ECB bid

Still at the
dawn of only its
second decade, the
European Central
Bank has nurtured
an experimental

currency to prosperity, staved off
a financial collapse and weathered
Europe’s worst recession in 60
years.

It has probably earned the
right to throw a little more weight
around. And so it is, demanding
fiscal probity from its member
states’ governments, bullying
euro-zone banks into lending and
lecturing the U.S. and China on
their currencies.

There will be more to come if
the name of the ECB’s next
president is Axel Weber, which
must be an unnerving prospect for
weaker euro-zone members.

As the Federal Reserve and the
Bank of Japan hint at extending
existing monetary stimulus, Mr.
Weber has departed from the ECB
script of a gradual withdrawal of
support for financial markets as
read by Jean-Claude Trichet.

Instead, Mr. Weber says the
ECB should stop adding to its pile
of €63 billion ($88.5 billion) in
bonds from the euro zone’s
weaker members, saying not only
that it poses a threat of inflation,
but also that it hasn’t brought
long-term interest rates down in
the problem countries anyway.

Monetary conspiracists might
suggest that Mr. Trichet and the
ECB are tactically channeling a
signal of a coming change through
their arch-hawk.

This might not be farfetched.
Bond purchases fell to €9 million
last week—the lowest since the
program started—although only a
week before, the ECB had
intervened heavily to stop a new
rout in Ireland’s bond market.

If Mr. Weber is heeding his

drummer, he’s exposing a rift
inside a policy panel that prides
itself on consensus.

When the German central
banker isn’t publicly contradicting
his boss, he’s demanding
draconian conditions linked to
future Greece-like bailouts under
the euro-zone’s European
Financial Stability Facility. At

some point, countries should just
be allowed to restructure debt, a
notion that restores the fears of
default risk that pounded
peripheral European bond markets
earlier this year.

Mr. Weber’s candidacy to
succeed Mr. Trichet in late 2011 is
an open secret as governments
tactically maneuver for Europe’s
monetary crown.

The bank chief’s tough talk
plays well with his home audience

in Germany, where taxpayers still
seethe over having had to foot
their share of Greece’s €110 billion
rescue plan. But governments in
Dublin and Madrid couldn’t be
faulted for being alarmed.

Germany’s roaring economic
recovery is contrasting more
starkly with the stagnation still
plaguing Spain, where the jobless
rate has just risen above the 20%
mark.

If Mr. Weber’s aim has been to
rev up a policy profile to advance
his candidacy, it’s not a winner
among governments who very
much like the ECB’s supportive
role remaining intact for the
duration.

Their votes would favor Mario
Draghi, an ECB board member
who has directed his attentions at
building up capital reserves in
banks to better absorb the shocks
that almost brought down the
house in 2008. The Italian, widely
considered the other top
candidate for the job, also has a
natural contingency among
neighboring countries whose
needs could go unfavored by a
central bank in German hands.

France, whose finance minister

has openly disagreed with Mr.
Weber’s ideas of automatic
sanctions against fiscal
transgressors, would be a crucial
vote for any ECB candidate. If Mr.
Weber is, in fact, acting on orders
from Mr. Trichet to put out
advance notice of a policy
tightening, he’s doing a good job
of it.

But it also could cost him the
votes he needs next year.

Irish set up
Prime Minister Brian Cowen’s

call on Ireland’s Labour Party to
reach a cross-party consensus on
deep budget cuts never had a
chance of succeeding. Nor, really,
did the government expect it to.

The Labour Party instead
Thursday called for new elections,
deriding the usefulness of a
“phony consensus.”

Score one for Mr. Cowen,
whose frail administration had
nothing to lose and everything to
gain from the opposition rejecting
a proffered hand in the national
interests. Not that this much helps
Ireland out of a budget deficit
amounting to a third of the
national economy.

Axel Weber, the president of Germany’s Bundesbank, demands draconian conditions for EU strugglers.
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BY TERENCE ROTH

ONLINE TODAY

The ECB has probably
earned the right to throw
more weight around. So it is
demanding fiscal probity.
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Agribusiness

n A major Florida tomato grower
agreed to join a program aimed at
raising wages and improving
working conditions for migrant
fruit pickers, after years of boy-
cotts and U.S. probes into the
treatment of workers. Family-
owned Pacific Tomato Growers,
one of the biggest U.S. producers,
said it would distribute to work-
ers a penny-per-pound surcharge
that major tomato buyers have of-
fered to pay.

i i i

Autos

n Mitsubishi Motors President
Osamu Masuko said the Japanese
government has been slow to take
action against the strengthening
yen, which is dragging on the
country’s key export sector.

i i i

Banks

n UBS said it made mistakes dur-
ing the financial crisis, particu-
larly in the investment-banking
area, but won’t take legal proceed-
ings against its previous manage-
ment. In its review of the events
during the financial market crisis,
UBS said its investment banking
growth strategy wasn’t properly
planned.

n Citigroup was sued by six cur-
rent and former female employ-
ees, who claimed the company op-
erates at an outdated “boys club”
and turns a blind eye to discrimi-
nation against women.

n Bank of America intends to
hire 1,000 new small-business
bankers across the U.S. in the
fourth quarter of 2010 and 2011, a
company executive said, adding
that these bankers will go after
small business clients with
revenues ranging from $250,000
to $3 million.

i i i

Conglomerates

n LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis
Vuitton reported a 23% jump in
third-quarter sales to €5.11 billion
($7.13 billion), compared with
€4.14 billion a year earlier. The
world’s largest luxury company
said all divisions posted double-
digit growth.

i i i

Energy

n OPEC decided to keep its pro-
duction policy unchanged, amid
strong oil prices and concerns
about the health of economic re-
covery and the weak U.S. dollar
that is undercutting the purchas-
ing power of many OPEC states.

n Occidental Petroleum’s long-
time chief executive Ray Irani
agreed to take a slimmer pay
package and step down from the
company’s top job next May. The
oil and natural-gas company is ex-
pected to announce that its 75-
year-old CEO will retire at the
2011 annual meeting, and will be
replaced by President Stephen I.
Chazen.

i i i

Financial services

n An internal watchdog cleared
the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission of improper conduct
in its fraud lawsuit against Gold-
man Sachs, saying there was no

evidence the suit’s timing was po-
litically motivated. The 77-page
report by SEC Inspector General
H. David Kotz lifts a cloud that
had hung over the SEC’s case
against Goldman, with Kotz con-
cluding the SEC wasn’t trying to
influence Congress’s discussion of
a financial-regulation bill.

i i i

Food

n Yashili International Holdings,
a Chinese infant-formula maker in
which U.S. investment firm Carlyle
Group owns a stake, is planning to
raise as much as $458 million in a
initial public offering this month
on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange,
according to people familiar with
the plans. Yashili is the third-larg-
est mainland Chinese baby-for-
mula firm by sales.

i i i

Markets

n The Warsaw Stock Exchange
spelled out its timetable for its
planned Nov. 9 debut as a listed

company. The Polish government
plans to float up to 26.8 million
shares in the exchange, or 64% in
equity, according to the prospec-
tus. The IPO could raise $410.7
million in what is expected to be
the country’s last major privatiza-
tion via the stock market this year.

i i i

Metals and mining

n African Barrick Gold lowered
its full-year gold output forecast
after it said it was forced to sus-
pend a large portion of its mining
department due to the discovery
of systematic on-site fuel theft.
The company is now anticipating
full-year gold production on a par
with the 716,000 troy ounces of
gold produced in 2009. ABG sus-
pended more than 40% of the
mining department—60 employ-
ees and a number of contractors.

i i i

Pharmaceuticals

n Medtronic agreed to pay $268
million to settle legal claims in

the U.S. related to the 2007 global
recall of heart-defibrillator wires.
The “leads” were implanted in
about 235,000 patients.

n Roche Holding said sales
dropped 7.3% in the third quarter,
hit by the strong franc and pres-
sure on selling prices from the
U.S. health-care reform and aus-
terity measures in Europe. Roche
said sales fell to 11.49 billion
Swiss francs ($11.98 billion) in the
three months ended Sept. 30. The
absence of large government or-
ders for flu drug Tamiflu, which
had boosted sales last year, also
hurt revenue.

i i i

Property

n BMB Group, an investment firm
that manages the wealth of Mid-
dle East and Asian investors, said
it has made an unsolicited offer to
buy Kerzner International Hold-
ings for $3.4 billion in cash, but
added the move does not reflect
interest in casino assets. BMB said
for any casino exposure, the group

will work with a partner. Kerzner
International is the developer and
operator of prominent casino re-
sorts and luxury hotels.

i i i

Retail

n Wal-Mart said it will support
more small farmers in the U.S.
and abroad, helping them to use
water, pesticides and fertilizer
more efficiently. The giant retailer
announced a wide-ranging list of
goals related to its food supply
chain. In addition, the company
said it would double the amount
of food it sources from local farm-
ers in the U.S. by 2015. In emerg-
ing markets such as China and In-
dia it also plans to sell $1 billion
of food grown by one million
small and medium-sized farmers.

n Safeway’s third-quarter earn-
ings fell 4.7% to $122.7 million,
down from $128.8 million a year
earlier. The third-largest U.S. gro-
cery-store operator by revenue
said its sales edged lower and
margins narrowed, again hurt by
price cuts.

i i i

Sports

n The High Court in London en-
joined Liverpool Football Club’s
American owners from blocking
the club’s sale to the owners of
the Boston Red Sox. American
owners Tom Hicks and George Gil-
lett Jr. had obtained a last-minute
court order in Dallas stopping the
£300 million ($477 million) sale to
New England Sports Ven-
tures—just as the Liverpool board
was set to approve it.

i i i

Technology

n Apple’s iPad will be available at
more than 2,000 Verizon Wireless
stores in the U.S. starting Oct. 28,
making it the latest outlet to offer
the hot-selling product.

n Samsung, the world’s largest
flat-screen television maker by
shipments, said glasses-free three-
dimensional TV sets won’t be a
common household item in the
next five to 10 years because tech-
nical hurdles still exist before
such TVs can be mass-produced at
an affordable price. Rival Toshiba
has already unveiled the world’s
first glasses-free 3D liquid-crystal-
display TV sets.

n AOL and several private-equity
firms are exploring making an of-
fer to buy Yahoo, according to
people familiar with the matter.
Silver Lake Partners and Black-
stone Group are among the firms
that have expressed interest in
teaming up with AOL to buy Ya-
hoo or trying to take it private on
their own, these people said. They
added that at least two or three
other firms could be interested in
participating if a formal buyout
proposal is drawn up.

i i i

Telecommunications

n An appeal by Germany’s
Deutsche Telekom against a €12.6
million ($17.6 million) fine for an-
ticompetitive behavior was over-
turned by Europe’s highest court.

BUSINESS WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/BusinessF1 CEO Bernie Ecclestone, front, signs a six-year agreement to hold a race near Sochi starting in 2014, the same year the

Black Sea resort hosts the Winter Olympics. Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, rear, attended the signing.

Formula One bringing race to Russia in 2014

Agence France Presse/Getty Images
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India’s Games fall shy of lofty goals
NEW DELHI—India exceeded the

world’s low expectations for the
Commonwealth Games after a cha-
otic run-up to the athletic event, but
the organizers fell far short of their
goals of showcasing the nation’s
economic progress and burnishing
its global image.

The Games, which brought to-
gether 71 nations and territories in-
cluding Britain and its former colo-
nies, wrapped up Thursday evening
with a closing ceremony that daz-
zled the capacity crowd of 60,000 at
New Delhi’s Jawaharlal Nehru Sta-
dium. It featured big-name pop mu-
sicians, martial artists and thou-
sands of dancers.

The show capped 11 days of rela-
tively incident-free sporting action,
a huge relief to the nation after In-
dia’s tardy and lackluster prepara-
tions. The worst fears of foreign
sports officials in the days leading
up to the start—that venues
wouldn’t be fully ready for competi-
tions or that countries would with-
draw over concerns about hygiene
and health—weren’t realized. The
Games went ahead, and there were
great moments.

But they didn’t come close to
achieving the lofty ambitions India
set when it won the rights to host
them in 2003. The event was sup-
posed to be a moment to show off
the country’s rising economic stat-
ure, share its vibrant culture with
the world, and shatter the notion
that India is a place where big-ticket

infrastructure projects run way be-
hind schedule. It was also an audi-
tion if India one day bids to host the
Olympics.

Instead, the first impression In-
dia made on the world was dreadful.
The country needed an 11th-hour
push to finish major sporting ven-
ues and then clean up the filthy
apartments some athletes and for-
eign officials found when they ar-
rived late last month. Competitions

proceeded on schedule, but there
were logistical problems that could
have easily been prevented with
more time. A ticketing debacle led
to a shortage of spectators in many
venues even when they were offi-
cially listed as sold out.

Many big-name athletes who
planned their tournament schedules
months in advance chose not to
come to New Delhi, reducing the
level of competition in events rang-

ing from track to tennis. The influx
of foreign tourists that India ex-
pected to take in Delhi’s sites and
sounds never really materialized be-
cause of all the bad publicity ahead
of the event.

“They got their act together at
the last minute, but that’s no good,”
said Abhimanyu Bhandari, an Indian
lawyer who advises multinational
companies on corporate transac-
tions. “It’s still caused deep embar-

rassment to the nation.”
Mike Fennell, president of the

U.K.-based Commonwealth Games
Federation, which oversees host
country arrangements, was a loud
critic of India’s poor preparations
for the Games before they started,
but struck a more positive note
Thursday, saying New Delhi had
done better than expected in some
areas, especially security, even as
foreign officials had complaints
about housing and other issues.

“People have had to deal with is-
sues, there’s no denying that, but
the end result has been good,” Mr.
Fennell said at a news conference.

After the Games’ spectacular
opening ceremony on Oct. 3, many
Indians began rallying to support
them, and rejoiced as they watched
their countrymen win 38 gold med-
als, second only to Australia.

Some Delhi locals who attended
events said they were happy the
Games left behind new infrastruc-
ture in the city, including a metro
train with many more stations than
before, a new airport terminal, and
several new sporting venues.

Still, many Indians are furious at
the Games organizers, including Or-
ganizing Committee Chairman
Suresh Kalmadi, for the hit India’s
image took globally, and want to see
top officials held accountable. Mr.
Kalmadi on Thursday maintained
the same optimistic, even defiant,
tone he has had for several weeks.

“We faced up to the challenges,”
he said. “My senior management de-
livered a great Games.”

BY AMOL SHARMA

A military band performs Thursday at the closing ceremony of the XIX Commonwealth Games in New Delhi. India’s image
took a hit amid the chaotic preparations for the Games, though it had hoped they would showcase its economic progress.
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U.S., British courts
spar over Liverpool

LONDON—A British judge again
cleared the way for a sale of Liver-
pool Football Club to New England
Sports Ventures LLC, enjoining the
team’s American owners from using
a U.S. court to stop the sale.

Owners Tom Hicks and George
Gillett Jr. meanwhile continued their
efforts in a Texas state court.

Thursday’s events were the lat-
est twist in what has become a
trans-Atlantic legal battle over the
future of debt-laden Liverpool,
which until recently had been one of
England’s most successful soccer
clubs.

U.K. High Court Judge Christo-
pher Floyd on Wednesday ruled that
the proposed £300 million sale
($477 million) to NESV, owner of
the Boston Red Sox baseball team,
could go forward over the objection
of Messrs. Hicks and Gillett.

That decision seemed to end the
legal contretemps over Liverpool’s
sale.

But late on Wednesday, Messrs.
Hicks and Gillett won a temporary
restraining order from a Texas state
court halting the sale. The men
called the proposed sale part of an
“epic swindle,” saying the NESV
deal undervalues the franchise. The
Dallas court said no sale could go
forward until a hearing was held on
the matter Oct. 25.

Royal Bank of Scotland Group
PLC, the team’s chief creditor, re-
turned to the U.K. High Court on
Thursday seeking to obviate the
Texas court’s order and force

Messrs. Hicks and Gillett to accept
the proposed sale to NESV.

“The owners from beyond the
grave are seeking to exercise with
their dead hand a grip on this com-
pany,” said David Chivers, a lawyer
for NESV.

The U.K. High Court ruled in fa-
vor of RBS and Liverpool’s board,
which had approved the NESV deal,
calling the Texas action by Messrs.
Hicks and Gillett, “unconscionable.”

The High Court said Messrs.
Hicks and Gillett have until 4 p.m.
London time Friday to drop their
Texas action. NESV said Messrs.
Hicks and Gillett would have to
comply with the U.K. court ruling by
3 p.m. if a deal is to be completed
Friday.

Messrs. Hicks and Gillett
couldn’t be reached for comment
Thursday but filed a motion in Dal-
las asking that RBS, NESV and Liv-
erpool’s independent board be held
in contempt. A hearing was sched-
uled for Thursday afternoon in Dal-
las.

RBS on Friday is due payment of
£237 million in Liverpool debt.
NESV has said it will cover the debt
if the sale goes through.

If the debt isn’t paid Friday, RBS
could put Liverpool into administra-
tion, a form of bankruptcy protec-
tion.

Meanwhile, Singapore business-
man Peter Lim dropped his pursuit
of the team. Mr. Lim said he won’t
proceed with his £320 million bid
because the board is intent on sell-
ing to NESV “at the exclusion of all
other parties.’’

BY JONATHAN CLEGG
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Europe

n In Greece, labor tensions rose
further, with a railway strike caus-
ing travel chaos and a police tear-
gas attack outside the country’s
most revered archeological trea-
sure to dispel around 150 Culture
Ministry workers. Clad in riot
gear, the officers forced open a
padlocked gate that had kept the
Acropolis and the Parthenon inac-
cessible for a second day.

n Greece’s July unemployment
figures came in at 12%, up from
11.6% in June and much higher
than the 9.6% recorded at the
same time last year.

n NATO allies are moving toward
approving an anti-missile system
that would protect Europe, the al-
liance’s secretary general said,
adding that he hoped Russia
would join in creating such a
shield. Anders Fogh Rasmussen
said he was “quite optimistic’’ the
anti-missile shield would be for-
mally adopted at the organiza-
tion’s next summit in Portugal on
Nov. 19-20.

n The U.K. government an-
nounced plans to cut 192 indepen-
dent government agencies and
merge an additional 118 bodies
into 57 as part of plans to de-
crease public spending and bring
services back into government de-
partments. The Cabinet Office re-
viewed a total of 901 agencies
whose administrative costs and
spending total tens of billions of
pounds. Of these, at least 648 will
remain.

n In Ireland, opposition leaders
accepted an invitation by Prime
Minister Brian Cowen to meet in
an effort to reach cross-party con-
sensus on the government’s four-
year budgetary plan. Enda Kenny,
leader of the Fine Gael party, and
Labour Party leader Eamon
Gilmore will discuss with Cowen
the government’s plans to cut the
country’s budget deficit to 3% of
gross domestic product by 2014.

n In France, students intensified
blockades of high schools and uni-
versities, as the third straight day
of nationwide strikes over the
government’s retirement reform
snarled train travel and sent wor-
ried drivers to the pumps ahead
of possible fuel shortages.

n In Switzerland, miners drilling
from southern and northern parts
of the country are expected Friday
to meet hundreds of meters below
the Gotthard alpine massif to cre-
ate the world’s longest railway
tunnel. The 57-kilometer (36-mile)
tunnel project, which will connect
the Swiss towns of Erstfeld, north
of the Alps, with Bodio, on the
southern side, is designed to carry
international 250-kilometer-per-
hour high-speed trains. The price
tag for the project is around 10
billion Swiss francs ($10.4 billion).

n Top officials from the European
Central Bank called on politicians
to show more courage as they fi-
nalize new rules for the gover-
nance of the euro zone. The calls
come as a task force under Euro-
pean Council President Herman
van Rompuy enters the final stage
of drawing up its recommenda-
tions on what new rules the euro
zone needs to avoid lurching into
a generalized debt crisis.

n Luxembourg central-bank chief
Yves Mersch argued for rules that

would effectively break the tradi-
tional hold of national govern-
ments over wages and pensions in
their own countries.

n In Ukraine, the government of
President Viktor Yanukovych is-
sued a raft of corruption allega-
tions against former Prime Minis-
ter Yulia Tymoshenko—a move
certain to step up tensions with
her supporters who say the coun-
try’s new president is creating an
authoritarian state.

i i i

U.S.

n The trade gap ballooned in Au-
gust to $46.35 billion, inflated by
a record-setting deficit with
China, the Commerce Department
said. Overall U.S. imports jumped
2.1%, while exports rose 0.2%.
Separate reports showed that ini-
tial unemployment claims rose by
13,000 to 462,000 in the latest
week, while producer prices
jumped 0.4% in September from
the previous month on the back of
an increase in volatile food costs.

n Federal prosecutors said dis-
graced fund manager Arthur G.
Nadel should be sentenced to at
least 19½ years in prison after he
admitted earlier this year to run-
ning a scheme that defrauded in-
vestors out of about $168 million.
Nadel, 77 years old, mislead inves-
tors in six funds he managed over
a 10-year period ending in Janu-
ary 2009, consistently lying to in-
vestors about achieving “consis-
tent, positive annual returns,”
prosecutors said.

n Securities regulators post-
poned a vote to approve a prelimi-
nary settlement with former
Obama administration official
Steven Rattner, a person familiar
with the matter said. The Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission’s

five-member commission was
scheduled to vote on the pact
Thursday. Rattner was close to a
deal to resolve his role in a “pay
to play” scandal involving New
York state’s public pension fund,
people familiar with the matter
said.

n A lawyer advising a Nigerian
man accused of trying to use ex-
plosives in his underwear to blow
up an international flight will get
access to the evidence, a judge
ruled over the defendant’s objec-
tions. The 15-minute hearing was
the first since Umar Farouk Ab-
dulmutallab sacked his four-law-
yer defense team last month.

n A wounded soldier with a clear
path to the exit refused to leave
his fallen comrade behind as a
gunman fired off shots near them
during last year’s deadly rampage
at the Fort Hood Army post in
Texas, a military court heard.

n A Chinese drywall manufac-
turer, suppliers, builders and in-
surers have agreed to repair
homes in four states under an
agreement to fix damage from
corrosion-causing drywall. Knauf
Plasterboard Tianjin has been ac-
cused of selling drywall that
causes corrosion inside homes.

i i i

Americas

n In Canada, the lawyer for the
youngest detainee at Guantanamo
Bay said his defense team is work-
ing on a deal to avert a trial. Law-
yer Nathan Whitling said a poten-
tial deal is in the works for Omar
Khadr, now 24, but he didn’t pro-
vide details. The son of an alleged
al Qaeda financier, Khadr was cap-
tured after allegedly throwing a
grenade that killed an Army ser-
geant during a 2002 firefight in
Afghanistan.

i i i

Asia

n Singapore tightened monetary
policy in a surprise move, saying
it will guide its currency higher at
a “slightly” faster pace in a bid to
contain inflation. The decision,
which caused the Singapore dollar
to rise to a record high against
the U.S. currency, followed a
“double-barrelled” tightening in
April and signals the central bank
is stepping up efforts to curb
inflation, which it warned will rise
to around 4% by the end of the
year.

n U.S. Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton suggested European Union
leaders should follow the U.S. and
withhold further flood-relief fund-
ing from Pakistan until Islamabad
shows it is doing more to fight
corruption and collect tax revenue
from its wealthiest citizens.

n Japan’s decision to criticize
South Korea for its currency inter-
ventions threw a spotlight on a
little-noticed reason for South Ko-
rea’s economic success this
year—the Korean won’s weakness
compared with the Japanese yen.

n In India, an Australian con-
struction manager has been de-
tained for allegedly taking a
$190,000 bribe to allow a subcon-
tractor to build a hospital and col-
lege in Afghanistan. Neil P. Camp-
bell was indicted Aug. 19 by a U.S.
grand jury in Washington, D.C., on
the charge of receiving a bribe
while working for an organization
receiving U.S. government funds, a
U.S. Department of Justice state-
ment said.

i i i

Middle East

n In Lebanon, Hezbollah support-
ers used mosque loudspeakers to

rally crowds ahead of a trip by
Iran’s president Mahmoud Ah-
madinejad to southern Lebanon
near the border with Israel, a visit
the U.S. and Israel have called in-
tentionally provocative.

n In Yemen, a mayor in the coun-
try’s troubled south says gunmen
have killed his town’s security
chief. Mohammed al-Nukhei said
the armed men opened fire on Ab-
dullah al-Baham, the top security
official in the town of Mudiyah in
Abain province, while he was per-
forming a routine security check.

i i i

Africa

n In Nigeria, gunmen in the
southern delta kidnapped the
principal of a school sponsored by
Exxon Mobil, killing two police
officers in a firefight marking the
latest abduction in the region,
officials said. Akwa Ibom state
police commissioner Walter
Rugbere said gunmen attacked a
car carrying Lakshmi Tombush, an
Indian national, early Wednesday
morning outside of Eket. A police
officer guarding Tombush, as well
as an officer driving the car, died
in the ambush, Rugbere said.

i i i

Australia

n The country will get its first
saint Sunday when Pope Benedict
XVI presides over the canoniza-
tion of Mary MacKillop, co-
founder in 1866 of the Sisters of
St. Joseph of the Sacred Heart, an
order still at work among the
country’s poorest.

WORLD WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/World

Chile’s President Sebastian Piñera, center, greets rescued miner Omar Reygadas while visiting the 33 miners freed after 69 days underground earlier this week.

Chilean president greets rescued miners in hospital

Associated Press
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CURRENCIES IN TURMOIL

Japan, Korea tussle over currencies
SEOUL—Japan’s decision to criti-

cize South Korea for its currency in-
terventions threw a spotlight on a
little-noticed reason for South Ko-
rea’s economic success this
year—the Korean won’s weakness
compared with the Japanese yen.

Like the yen, the won has been
rising against the U.S. dollar in re-
cent months. But the lingering dif-
ference between the yen and the
won helps South Korean companies
maintain an edge in pricing and
profit margins in the industries in
which they compete with Japanese
rivals, including automobiles, ship-
building, steel and electronics.

The tussle between South Korea
and Japan is part of the broader
currency turmoil shaking up govern-
ments and businesses across the
world.

The U.S. dollar has fallen 12.8%
so far this year against the yen but
is down only 4.8% against the won.
The two traded nearly evenly
against the U.S. dollar in 2007 but
their performance diverged sharply
in 2008 as investors worried about
the global economy dove into cur-
rencies considered safe, like the yen,
while moving out of currencies con-
sidered more speculative, like the
won. The gap reached its widest
point in January 2009, but is now
almost as wide.

That makes Japanese products
more expensive than Korean prod-
ucts when translated into other cur-
rencies. Because most companies
choose to adjust prices to compete,
the impact is usually seen on the
bottom line.

Speaking at an event in Tokyo

last month, Sharp Corp. President
Mikio Katayama said the yen’s
strength and Japan’s corporate-tax
rate put the company at a disadvan-
tage to Korean competitors. “It’s un-
fair competition, like carrying
dumbbells tied to your arms and
legs,” he said.

On Wednesday, Prime Minister
Naoto Kan and Finance Minister
Yoshihiko Noda for the first time
blamed South Korea along with
China for creating artificially low
currency rates, citing the Bank of
Korea’s near-routine interventions
in currency markets. “I want South
Korea and China to take responsible
actions within common rules,” Mr.
Kan said, though he cited Japan’s
own recent market intervention to

bring down the yen.
In Seoul Thursday, the Bank of

Korea and key economic agencies
criticized Japanese leaders for mak-
ing inappropriate remarks but de-
clined to elaborate. In the past, Ko-
rean officials have said the central
bank’s currency interventions are
intended to smooth the direction of
the won’s value, not change it.

Currency analysts expect both
the won and yen to continue gaining
strength against the U.S. dollar in
the months ahead, though the gap
in relative values may tighten and
reduce some of the advantage Ko-
rean exporters hold.

The exchange-rate issue spilled
into Thursday’s decision by the
BOK’s monetary policy committee to

leave interest rates unchanged.
Many analysts speculated the bank’s
policy makers worried that higher
interest rates would attract capital
flows that would further drive up
the won’s value. BOK Governor Kim
Choong-soo said the won’s value
was one of many factors influencing
the decision to hold the rate steady.

In recent months, Korean firms
and government officials have wor-
ried about the won’s gains against
the dollar, which have brought the
currency nearly back to where it
was in September 2008 ,before a
global credit crunch and currency
devaluation in many countries.

At the same time, the won’s rela-
tive advantage against the yen has
actually gotten better—helping Ko-

rean exporters along the way. That
has meant, for instance, that South
Korea’s Hyundai Motor Corp. vehi-
cles have a pricing advantage of 10%
to 15% on Japanese manufacturers.

For Sung Min Electronics Co.,
which makes switches and lights for
electronics products, the won’s ad-
vantage against the yen has paid off
in Germany, where sales are up 20%
compared with last year, says Lim
Hyuk, a sales manager.

Having a pricing edge against a
main competitor is especially im-
portant to South Korea because ex-
ports account for 43% of its econ-
omy, the most of any developed
nation, according to the Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation and
Development.

BY EVAN RAMSTAD

Japanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan raises his hand in parliament Wednesday. Mr. Kan blames South Korea for giving the won an unfair edge in exports.
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Australian dollar reaches a 28-year high
LONDON—The Australian dollar

rallied to a 28-year high Thursday
and came within a hair’s breadth of
one-to-one parity with the U.S. dol-
lar, raising questions of when it
might surpass that point—and
whether it will surge still higher.

The Australian dollar rose as
high as US$0.9993 in European trad-
ing hours Thursday, compared with
US$0.9901 in U.S. trading Wednes-
day, amid a broad-based drubbing
for the U.S. currency.

The Australian dollar’s ascent to-
ward parity against its U.S. counter-
part has thrown it into the spotlight
in recent days, but it has been a fa-
vorite of investors for months, surg-
ing by around 20% against the buck
since June.

Its relatively high and rising in-
terest rates, close economic links to
Chinese growth and the related
strength of Australia’s crucial min-

eral exports have all fueled the in-
crease.

Strong downward pressure on
the U.S. dollar, based on concerns
about further monetary easing by
the Federal Reserve, also bolstered
the move.

Speculation has now turned to
whether the Australian dollar will
pause if it breaks through the US$1
barrier. The currency could still face
resistance because investors often
place long-running sell orders when
a notable benchmark approaches.
But that resistance is generally fleet-
ing, investors say.

“It’s a psychological level, but
that’s it,” said Thanos Papasavvas, a
currency-fund manager at Investec
Asset Management in London, which
handles around $9 billion in dedi-
cated currency funds.

“The Aussie is getting a little ex-
pensive now, but it’s nothing signifi-
cant,” he said, adding that he started
buying the Australian currency at

around the US$0.90 area, and he is
still “marginally overweight” on the
currency despite having taken some
profits on the trade.

While many monetary authorities
in the Asia-Pacific region have
fought back against the export-dent-
ing strength of their currencies,
Australia is traditionally viewed as
willing to let its currency climb as
market forces dictate, which lures in
funds looking to snag smooth prof-
its.

Last week, the Australian dollar
broke new ground as it burst above
US$0.9851—a level that had previ-
ously marked its highest level
against the buck since the Aussie be-
came a freely floating currency in
1983. But it still hasn’t reached par-
ity.

In part, that reflects concerns
among some currencies analysts
that the rally has, for the short term
at least, run a little too fast, after a
chunky 4% climb in just the past

eight trading days. “While funda-
mentals have continued to move in
the Australian dollar’s favor against
the U.S. dollar, we think the rally is
outsized,” said analysts at Barclays
Capital in a note to clients Thursday.

Barclays Capital’s economic mod-
els suggest that the “high US$0.80s”
represent a fair level for the Austra-
lian dollar for now, and that “levels
around parity are not normal … and
will not last long.”

Many funds, however, remain un-
fazed, and a move in the Aussie
above the US$1 point would be un-
likely to spark a rush to the exits.
Monica Fan, a currencies portfolio
manager at State Street Global Advi-
sors, which manages $83 billion in
currency-fund assets, said she thinks
that the Aussie is heading to US$1.01
in the short term, and as high as
US$1.05 in the first three months of
next year, assuming that Chinese
economic growth remains intact.

The biggest reason for this, Ms.

Fan said, is that further monetary
easing in the U.S.—a serious drag on
the U.S. dollar—is inevitable.

Balraj Bassi, a managing partner
at BlackTree Investment Partners in
London, which runs a start-up cur-
rency fund driven by computer mod-
eling, agreed that drags on the U.S.
dollar are, for now, the biggest
driver of Australian dollar gains.
Some signs of soft global growth ex-
pectations suggest that the trade
may be overdone, but crossing the
US$1 mark wouldn’t be enough for
him to reverse his bets.

“It’s a psychological number and
it attracts headlines, but for us, it
doesn’t matter. We look at the fun-
damentals, which means every-
thing—commodities, risk-aversion
indicators and rates. We have been
long of Aussie dollars for a while,
and we’re still positive on it,” he
said.

—Eva Szalay in London
contributed to this article.

BY KATIE MARTIN

Sources: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group; Reuters (photo)
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Won’s winning weakness
Through 2007, the Japanese and South Korean currencies traded at a relatively
equal value against the U.S. dollar. But the wonís weakness and the yenís
strength since then gave Korean exporters a big price and profit advantage over
Japanese rivals. Cumulative change in amount of U.S. dollars each currency buys:

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group
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The gap between the yen and the
won has widened, in recent days,
to what it was early last year.
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Tea-party Americans play dress-up
A S FASHIONS go, powdered

wigs are so yesterday.
These days, that’s a selling

point. When William Barbee, a 60-
year-old electrical contractor from
Hardeeville, S.C., attended Glenn
Beck’s “Restoring Honor” rally in
Washington in August, he couldn’t
stop admiring several attendees
dressed up like the Founding Fa-
thers.

They made him nostalgic.
“These people didn’t spend the
country into oblivion back then,”
he says of 18th-century America’s
leaders. So Mr. Barbee went shop-
ping for a new rally wardrobe.

Inspired by the style of Charles
Pinckney, a South Carolinian and
principal signer of the Constitu-
tion, he spent $400 on a three-
cornered hat, burgundy breeches
and overcoat, blousy shirts, a
frilly neck piece, knee-high stock-
ings, garters, and black shoes with
silver buckles.

“I was off and running,” he
says. He wore it to a tea-party
rally in September in Washington
with a contingent dressed as the
39 signers and their spouses.

A feisty, antiestablishment sen-
timent among voters appears to
be fueling unusual demand, retail-
ers of Colonial Americana say, as
many people seek to associate
themselves with the fervor of the
colonists—who were in the ulti-
mate anti-incumbent mood in the
18th century.

Also adding to the Colonial ca-
chet may be a recent run of books
and television specials on the
Founding Fathers. “I’m flat out,”
says Rick Haven, a Crescent City,
Fla., tailor who specializes in
mid-18th-century clothes.

Today’s rush isn’t as big as
during major American milestones
such as the 1976 Bicentennial or
the 225th anniversary events that
started around 2000, Mr. Haven
says.

But this year is Mr. Haven’s
second busiest since opening shop
in 1989. His 2010 sales are shap-
ing up to be twice as large as
sales in any year since 2002,
when there were widespread re-
enactments for the 225th anniver-
sary of the Battles of Saratoga in
1777, generally considered a turn-
ing point in the war.

Typically, his customers have
been historical re-enactors and

museums. But his new customers,
he says, “are just common folk
who want to get dressed up. They
are mad, and are trying to return
to what they thought was a sim-
pler life, which was the 18th cen-
tury.”

In a typical year, he and his
wife, Carol Haven, might stitch six
regimental coats. So far this year,
he has made more than three
dozen. He recently placed an or-
der for 300 cocked hats for his
customers; normally, a shipment
of 72 lasts him all year. He is aver-
aging one George Washington uni-
form a month, while he normally
makes only three in a year. The
demand forced him to forgo his
usual July vacation, he says.

In New Stanton, Penn., Online
Stores Inc., a flag maker, sold
2,804 Revolutionary era “Don’t
Tread on Me” flags in the 12
months through Sept. 30, versus
536 in the prior 12 months, and
330 in the 12 months before that,
says Kevin Hickey, the founder.
Days ago, he got an unprece-
dented order for 20,000 of the
flags for a political rally.

In Pennsylvania, the Whitehall
Guard Fife & Drum Corps, which
plays extreme oldies like “Yankee
Doodle,” is “performing all the
time at tea-party events,” says
Connor Purcell, who is lead fife.

That visibility has led to other
new jobs, he adds, including one
at the September convention of
beer-can collectors held at the
Valley Forge Convention Center.

BuyCostumes.com, a national
online retailer, is seeing a spike in
sales of its $16.99 “Colonial Man
Economy Wig,” which has wavy
white synthetic hair and a pony-
tail. It is made in China.

Also moving nicely is the $7.99
tricorn hat, also manufactured in
China, and the “Generic Colonial
Man” costume for $84.99, says
Dotty Zolper, merchandise man-
ager. “He comes with knickers,
pants, a vest and a long jacket,”
she says.

“With all the politics going on,
colonial costumes have really been
performing well,” she says. The
company introduced the wig a de-
cade ago and moved between 200
and 300 per year, until 2008,
when sales jumped to 500. This
year, sales were at 600 through
September, and Halloween is ex-
pected to further boost Colonial
commerce, she says.

Tricorn hat sales are on track
to hit 1,500 for the year, double
the number in 2008, she says.

Over the past 12 months, Tar-
get Corp. has seen “an increase in
sales across all colonial costume
items,” says spokeswoman Tara
Schlosser. The retailer’s six Colo-
nial choices include the “Adults’
Colonial General Costume” and
“Colonial Silver Shoe Buckles Cos-
tume Accessory Set.”

Not everyone is thrilled with
these John-Adams-come-lately.
Among ardent Revolutionary War
buffs, who value authenticity
down to their wooden buttons,
there are some ruffled plumes.

“They go down to the local
store and buy a hat and think they
represent the colonial people,”
says Al Renzi, president of the
Sudbury Ancients, a fife and drum
company in Massachusetts.

“It’s funny, I didn’t know poly-
ester was a fabric in the 18th cen-
tury,” says Mark Logsdon, drum
major of the 1st Michigan Colonial
Fife and Drum Corps in Sterling
Heights, Mich.

Yet, others hope new enthusi-
asm for 18th-century rebels will
bring in more revolutionary battle
re-enactors, says Carl Hutchinson,
a retired machinist who carries a
musket for the Sudbury Compa-
nies of Militia and Minute in Mas-
sachusetts.

Some militias are getting old
and tired, he says, and during
mock battles, elders offer to die
on the field just so they can rest.
“If it’s really hot, the older folks
have trouble, so they take a hit,”
he says.

Mr. Barbee, of South Carolina,
says he always thought the “the
re-enactment people were really

odd ducks.”
But he changed his mind after

researching Mr. Pinckney, the
signer, and wearing his 18th-cen-
tury garb to the nation’s capital.
In his group, he was accompanied
by a “colonial wife,” a friend and
female tea-party participant who
wore a long dress and a petticoat.

Now, Mr. Barbee plans to par-
ticipate in St. Augustine, Fla.’s an-
nual re-creation of an 18th-cen-
tury British occupation.

Mr. Barbee says he feels as if
he were getting back to “the peo-
ple that the country was founded
on, and good common sense.”

BY JENNIFER LEVITZ

Jim Linn, left, and William Temple at a tea-party rally near Las Vegas. At right, a woman at Cuyahoga County Fairgrounds in Ohio in April. (Left to right) David Walter Banks/LUCEO; Daryl Peveto/LUCEO

WSJ.com
ONLINE TODAY: See costumes on
display at Tea Party Express and
other events at WSJ.com/US
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Strikes grip Athens
to protest austerity

ATHENS—Greek labor tensions
heightened Thursday, as a railway
strike caused travel chaos and po-
lice and workers clashed outside the
country’s most revered archeologi-
cal treasure.

The protest in the Greek capital
represented yet another wave of
dissent as the government tries to
drag the country out of an unprece-
dented debt crisis and recession. It
only narrowly avoided bankruptcy
in May after agreeing to impose
painful measures in exchange for a
€110 billion ($153.53 billion) bailout
from the International Monetary
Fund and the European Union.

The cash-strapped Mediterra-
nean country has made sweeping
cuts in public-sector wages and pen-
sions, severely reducing new hires
in the civil service and refusing to
renew temporary contracts. It has
also raised indirect taxes, deepening
the current recession and resulting
in higher unemployment.

July unemployment figures came
in at 12%, up from 11.6% in June and
9.6% in the year-earlier month.
Nikos Magginas, an economist at
the National Bank of Greece, fore-
casts that unemployment will top
14% by December.

Unions predict there will be a
million people out of work by year-
end, corresponding to a 20% real
jobless rate.

Just past noon, police clad in
riot gear fired tear gas to dispel
around 150 Culture Ministry work-
ers and forced open a padlocked
gate that had kept the Acropolis and
the Parthenon inaccessible for the
second straight day.

“I am only in Athens for two
days and on both occasions I
couldn’t see the Parthenon,” said
55-year-old Canadian tourist Tony
Balwin, standing at the foot of the
Acropolis. “After seeing the tear gas
and heavily armed police, I am not
sure sightseeing is always safe here.
I don’t think I will come again and
I’ll just have to show my happy
snaps of clashes to my friends.”

The temporary workers protest-
ing at the Acropolis were angered
by the coming dismissal of 320 em-
ployees whose contracts won’t be
renewed. The protesters also claim
that about €5 million is owed to
them in back pay for the last two
years.

Meanwhile, railway workers
walked off the job Thursday, causing
widespread disruption for travelers
that could spill over into Friday. The
government has made state-con-
trolled Hellenic Railways Organiza-
tion, or OSE, which is €10.6 billion
in debt and is slated for privatiza-
tion, a focus of its plans to slash
public spending.

“I was supposed to catch a train
to Thessalonica to visit my grand-

kids because my wife and I can’t af-
ford airline tickets after our pen-
sions were cut, so we booked and
paid for our train tickets weeks ago.
Now our plans are shot to pieces. I
hope at least we get a refund,” said
pensioner Dimitris Ioannidis, out-
side the closed railway station in
downtown Athens.

After sporadic work stoppages
over the past two weeks, railway
workers are timing their latest mo-
bilization to coincide with a bill be-
ing submitted to Parliament to
break up the monopoly, shed almost
half its employees and seek out pri-
vate investors to run a more

streamlined operation. The govern-
ment hopes the revamped OSE will
produce marginal profits as early as
next year so it can attract interna-
tional bidders.

Meanwhile, Greece’s largest
union, GSEE, met Thursday to plan
yet another wave of industrial ac-
tion. The private-sector umbrella
union of 800,000 members vowed to
hold a 24-hour strike later this year.

“Our strike on Dec. 15 is a pro-
test against continuing austerity
measures as well as the spiraling
unemployment that the policies are
creating,” GSEE spokesman Stathis
Anestis said.

BY NICK SKREKAS

Riot police confront protesters at the Acropolis in Athens on Thursday.
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The temporary workers
protesting at the Acropolis
were angered by the coming
dismissal of 320 employees
whose contracts won’t be
renewed.
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The pick of this week’s
fixtures in rugby’s Heineken Cup
sees the Ospreys take on
London Irish on Friday.

London Irish was
magnificent against Munster
last Saturday, when only a last-
minute try enabled its
opponent to escape with a
losing bonus point. That result
gives the London team a
reasonable chance of qualifying
from a tricky Pool 3, especially
if the team can leave Osprey’s
Liberty Stadium with a bonus
point here.

On current form, the Exiles
should be expected to do so
and the 10/11 with Victor
Chandler for the visitors to win
with an eight-point start is an
attractive option.

Exiles’ fly-half Ryan Lamb
seems to have put a patchy
2009-10 season behind him and
was superb with the boot in his
first Heineken Cup appearance

of the season, kicking four
penalties and a drop-goal before
halftime. There is value in
Totesport’s 15/8 for the first
scoring play to be an Irish
penalty.

Another enticing Anglo-
Welsh showdown takes place
Sunday when Leicester Tigers
host Llanelli Scarlets.

Both sides were involved in
high-scoring clashes last
weekend: The Tigers beat
Treviso 34-29 in Italy, while
Scarlets outclassed Perpignan
43-34 in a nine-try spectacular.

Tigers winger Alesana
Tuilagi, scorer of three
Premiership tries this season, is
a strong candidate to touch
down first so backing the
powerful Samoan to do so at
around 10/1 makes sense.

Tip of the day

100

Source: Infostrada Sports
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A rookie with
ice-cold blood

New York Rangers coach John
Tortorella was wrapping up a
speech at a preseason banquet last
week, saying his thank yous to the
crowd, when he unexpectedly called
on 20-year-old rookie Derek Stepan.

Mr. Tortorella used the pre-
season to see if Mr. Stepan could
handle a training camp (he could),
center the first line in preseason (he
scored a goal that same night) and
score in a shootout (which he did).

But this was a different sort of
pressure. Mr. Tortorella gave Mr.
Stepan the microphone and asked
him to tell this roomful of legends
about training camp. How would he
handle that?

Clearly rattled, Mr. Stepan
cleared his throat, regained his com-
posure and quickly got a laugh with
a line about still not being able to
feel his legs, so rigorous had been
the preseason workouts.

He went on from there to wow
the crowd that included Mark Mess-
ier and other former Rangers cap-
tains with his personality and wit,
making it official: There’s nothing
you can throw at this kid that he
can’t handle.

Mr. Stepan has become the big-
gest story line for the Rangers as
they prepare for Friday’s home
opener against the Toronto Maple

Leafs. His hat-trick on opening night
in the Rangers’ 6-3 victory over the
Buffalo Sabres put him in elite com-
pany, as one of four players in NHL
history to score three goals in their
first regular-season game. He could
well be a phenom in an organization
that has been short of them.

The fact Mr. Stepan has arrived
so early may shock some—particu-
larly those who saw him as a 5-
foot-4 Minnesota high-school fresh-
man who was so slow that his father
worried that he wouldn’t make the
local high-school team. But his story
is one of hockey instincts, proven
leadership ability and an unparal-
leled hockey education.

“He’s like a Mark Messier, guys
who aren’t the most skillful but are
the most important cogs for good
teams, who play entire shifts goal
line to goal line and block shots, win
draws and are incredibly reliable,”
said Tom Ward, his high-school
coach.

The hockey smarts started early.
Mr. Stepan would sit on his grandfa-
ther’s lap with a notepad, drawing
up complex hockey plays like a
mathematician drawing up proofs.
He developed an all-around game
when his father, his coach from a
young age, would forbid him from
scoring after he had scored a few
goals and force him to assist.

The mental aspect was well

taken care of, the physical wasn’t.
For most of his life, he was under-
sized and slow with nothing to keep
him on the ice but those hockey
smarts. He grew, however, from 5-
foot-4 to 5-foot-11 in the summer
before his sophomore year. He also
became faster, while keeping the
hockey smarts and was able to en-
roll at Shattuck-St. Mary’s, a Farib-
ault, Minn., high school known as an
incubator of NHL talent.

Shattuck doesn’t have cap-
tains—in no small part because it
might be impossible to pick from
such a large talent pool—but Mr.
Ward said that Mr. Stepan was an
impressive leader while helping the
team win a national championship.

The “future captain” label seems
to follow Mr. Stepan around. He
captained team USA to the gold
medal in the 2010 World Junior

Championships, leading the tourna-
ment in assists and points. He also
led the NCAA in assists last season
with 42 while at the University of
Wisconsin.

The hype around Mr. Stepan’s
game has built slowly. He signed in
June after being drafted in 2008,
but he wasn’t on many radars until
Mr. Tortorella casually mentioned
before training camp that, regard-
less of team, Mr. Stepan was the
best player he saw in the presti-
gious prospect tournament in Tra-
verse City, Mich.

“I think his ceiling is unlimited
due to his maturity,” Mr. Tortorella
said. “I have a 20-year-old son, and
it’s amazing that I’m coaching a 20-
year-old. He has an intangible about
him as far as his mindset.”

That Derek is with the Rangers
is extra special for the Stepan fam-

ily. While he was drafted 51st over-
all, his father, Brad, was drafted 91st
by the Rangers in 1985. They are the
only father-son combination to be
drafted in franchise history.

Brad’s NHL dreams ended early,
however. A week after an article
mentioned him as the next possible
call-up to the Rangers from the mi-
nor leagues, his sister died of leuke-
mia. When he returned from being
with his family, he was be-
hind—then hampered by injuries. Fi-
nally, when he got his teeth knocked
out by a high stick in Boston, he
quit hockey. He has never set foot in
Madison Square Garden.

But he plans to be there for his
son’s debut at the Garden on Friday.
“It’s going to be emotional,” he said.
“Just to see his name on that jersey,
in that building and knowing he’s
arrived.”

BY KEVIN CLARK

Derek Stepan during a game against the Ottawa Senators on Oct. 2.
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Tunnel breakthrough
for Alpine train link

ZURICH—Miners drilling from
southern and northern Switzerland
are expected Friday to meet hun-
dreds of meters below the Gotthard
Alpine massif to create the world’s
longest railway tunnel as part of an
ambitious long-term project to
move goods and freight off Euro-
pean roads and onto railroads.

The 57-kilometer (36-mile) tun-
nel project, which will connect the
Swiss towns of Erstfeld, north of the
Alps, with Bodio, on the southern
side, is designed to carry interna-
tional 250-kilometer-per-hour high-
speed trains. The price tag for the
project is around 10 billion Swiss
francs ($10.4 billion)

The trans-Alpine rail connection
“is a key project for sustaining the
long-term viability of both passen-
ger and goods traffic,” says Manfred
Schellhammer, managing director of
freight and logistics company
Kuehne & Nagel International AG.

Some 2,500 miners, from all over
Europe, as well as from countries
with mining expertise like South Af-
rica, have worked around the clock
to move about 27 million tons of
rock and rubble from the twin tun-
nels. About 13.3 million cubic meters
of aggregate, enough to build the
equivalent of five Giza pyramids,
have been excavated since tunneling
began. Eight miners have died.

The Swiss approved the project
in a 1998 referendum in an effort to
alleviate the environmental and lo-
gistical problems caused by a surge
in heavy goods vehicles travelling
through Switzerland from northern
and southern Europe. When the
twin tunnel is opened for traffic,
probably in late 2017, it should cut
the travel time between Zurich and
Milan to 2½ hours from 3½ hours,
and will provide the key north-south
axis link between the ports of Rot-
terdam and Genoa.

Swiss Transport Minister Moritz
Leuenberger and executives from
the construction and drilling con-
sortiums will be on hand to witness
the breakthrough of the two tunnel-
ing teams Friday.

The tunnel will be longer than
the Seikan tunnel, which links the
Japanese islands of Hokkaido and
Honshu, and is the third tunnel to
be bored through the Gotthard Al-
pine range following the original rail
tunnel, finished in 1880, and the 17-
kilometer-long road tunnel com-
pleted 100 years later.

The project, dubbed NEAT, is
managed by AlpTransit Gotthard
AG, and some of the companies in-
volved in the tunnel construction in-
clude Swiss cement maker Holcim
Ltd., insulation materials specialist
Sika AG, construction conglomerate
Implenia AG and German mecha-
nized tunneling technologists Her-
renknecht AG.

The volume of road traffic using
the Alpine transit routes is esti-
mated to double every eight years,
reaching around 14 million tons in

2009, according to data from the
Swiss Federal Office for Transport,
while the level of traffic using the
Alpine rail network has seen little
growth in recent years. The new
Gotthard and existing Lötschberg
railway nodes should increase the
freight-carry capacity to 50 million
tons per year by 2030 from 21 mil-
lion tons at present.

“From 2017 it should be possible
to shift a significant portion of the
north-south European goods traffic
from the road onto the railway, and
the 57-kilometer long tunnel repre-
sents a milestone in the common
European traffic system,” says
Kuehne & Nagel’s Mr. Schellhammer.

Calculating the wider benefit to
the Swiss economy of the invest-
ment in the tunnel isn’t easy. “The
benefits to the Swiss economy in
general from this project are very
difficult to quantify, although there
are bound to be structural advan-

tages in the future,” says David
Marmet, a senior economist at
Zürcher Kantonalbank.

“The flat gradients in the
Gotthard tunnel, and the already
completed Lötschberg link, will of-
fer us distinct business advantages
in terms of cost and travel times,
and in the freight and logistics mar-
ket, that means money,” says
Joachim Schoepfer, head of sales
and production at BLS Cargo, a
Swiss rail operator that has around
40% of Switzerland’s rail cargo tran-
sit market. BLS, which operates
about 25,000 goods trains a year,
will also benefit from the upgrading
of capacities in German and Italy,
where it has partnerships with DB
Schenker Rail Deutschland AG and
IMT AG, Mr Schoepfer says.

AlpTransit is bullish. “Depending
on individual projects, we could
have a 20,000 kilometer high-speed
rail network in Europe by 2020,” it
says on its web site.

But making a European high-
speed rail cargo network viable and
efficient depends on Switzerland’s
neighbors and their willingness to
match Swiss spending on the infra-
structure improvements needed.
And some Swiss observers have
been skeptical that their neighbors
are sufficiently willing. “The [rail]
system first has to work efficiently
and until then road transport will
retain its advantages,” ING trans-
port analyst Axel Funhoff says.

The attraction of rail cargo is
bound to improve over time, but the
system needs to operate seamlessly
from port to port, and country to
country, and until then rail cargo is
unlikely to improve on its 10% share
of the European freight market,
Brussels-based Mr. Funhoff says.

Deutsche Bahn is spending about
€500 million to build a 9.4-kilome-
ter twin-tunnel facility just across
the Swiss border to link its network
to that of the Swiss. But progress
may be slow. For example, German
efforts to upgrade and expand rail
capacity between Karlsruhe and the
Swiss city of Basel have attracted
some 172,000 objections from pri-
vate parties affected by the plans.

BY NEIL MACLUCAS

The two sections of the NEAT Gotthard Base project are expected to meet Friday, creating the world’s longest rail tunnel.

Reuters

The tunnel will provide the
key north-south axis link
between the ports of
Rotterdam and Genoa.

As economic
policy makers
around the world
fret about the
outbreak of
currency wars, in

the euro zone that possibility has
been abolished.

Economists at Dutch bank NIBC
estimate that at least 18 countries
around the world have intervened
to depress their currencies over
the past few weeks. In some of
the countries that haven’t, such as
the U.S. and Britain, central banks
are preparing to engage in
another round of quantitative
easing, or printing money—a
move that would also depress
currency values.

But there’s no currency war
here in the euro zone. Not only is
the European Central Bank policy
looking tougher than those of
most of the world’s other
monetary authorities, but the
common currency’s high-deficit
countries have given up the right
to independently launch foreign-
exchange wars of their own.

That may be no bad thing, but
without the apparently easy
option of devaluation for its
weaker brethren, the euro zone
faces the deep dilemma of how to
reform itself. At a summit at the
end of the month, European Union
leaders will examine a report from
a task force led by European
Council President Herman Van
Rompuy on how this should
happen. Mr. Van Rompuy will have
to walk a fine line between what
probably should happen to make
the euro zone sustainable—a
significant pooling of political
sovereignty—and the political
practicalities within a currency
bloc of 16 (and soon to be 17 as
Estonia joins) nation states.

With member states’
weaknesses exposed by the
financial crisis, few disagree on
the need for change—both in the
way governments of the common
currency coordinate economic
policies and in the structures of
many of its members’ economies.

A research paper published
this week by the International
Monetary Fund underlines just
how the advent of the common
currency has exposed frailties in
some of its members’ economies.

Its main conclusion: Trade
imbalances within the euro zone
have widened considerably and
have become more persistent
since the introduction of the euro.
For Italy, the paper points out, the
trade deficit with Germany has
risen fivefold within a decade, and
now exceeds the country’s overall
deficit in external trade.

The paper from Helge Berger
of the IMF and Volker Nitsch of
the Darmstadt University of
Technology doesn’t represent IMF
policy. But it draws its conclusions
from bilateral trade patterns
among the euro-zone economies
and a few other economies in
Europe, such as Switzerland. It
adjusts the results for factors such
as Germany’s longstanding export
success and for examples, such as
Ireland, where there have been

marked shifts over time in trading
patterns with all trading partners.

The conclusion perhaps isn’t a
surprise. Nor are the reasons for
the bigger and more persistent
deficits: that countries cannot
respond to the trade surpluses
with Germany by devaluing their
national currencies—in
economists’ jargon, they are
unable to adjust their nominal
exchange rates.

For the deficit countries in the
euro zone, Mr. Berger says, “the
absence of the adjustment to the
exchange rate has made things
more complicated.”

Going a step further, the paper
analyzes what influences the size
of the trade deficits. Again the
conclusions are not
unexpected—but interesting
because the results reflect what
economists would have predicted.

The more rigid a country’s
markets in tradable products and
services and the more inflexible
its labor market, the slower will
be the pace of adjustment to the
trade deficit. “You need flexibility
in your labor markets and in your
product and services markets. If
you don’t have that, the
adjustment will take longer,” says
Mr. Berger.

The economists also found
another pronounced connection:
higher external deficits are
associated with high budget
deficits. “Among euro area
members, a one percentage point
increase in the (relative) fiscal
balance is associated with an
improvement in the bilateral trade
balance by about two percentage
points,” the paper concludes.

There’s a message for surplus
countries too. They could reduce
their surpluses by cushioning the
swings in the business cycle.
Economic volatility, the authors
argue, tends to increase trade
surpluses because it increases the
tendency to build up
precautionary savings and
therefore lowers the propensity to
consume, including on imports.

“Our findings imply both bad
and good news for policy makers.
The bad news is that irrevocably
fixed nominal exchange rates do
come at the cost of larger and
more permanent trade
imbalances, just as [the economist
Milton] Friedman claimed more
than half a century ago. The good
news is that these imbalances are
not completely unavoidable,” their
paper says.

So imbalances aren’t
inevitable. But tackling them
through unpopular and profound
reforms, confronting powerful
interests, changing working
practices of lifetimes, challenging
modes of living, and cutting
popular public spending is not a
route many politicians willingly
take. For much of the rest of the
world, currency devaluation looks
like the easier option. For many in
the euro zone, only hard choices.

[ Brussels Beat ]

BY STEPHEN FIDLER

No euro-zone currency war,
just tough choices on reform

Tackling imbalances
through unpopular reforms
is not a route many
politicians willingly take.
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C-SUITE: TRAVEL

Furorovercarry-onbaggagefees
Many in U.S. pay the surcharge because fares are low; even Ryanair hasn’t gone that far

At Spirit Airlines’ hub in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., boarding is quick
and there are fewer delays from
gate-checking bags. Overhead-bin
space is plentiful—even for the
last-minute passengers on full
flights.

And yet, many fliers are furi-
ous because the swift boarding

and ample bin space
come at a hefty price:
as much as $45 per
carry-on bag.

Nevertheless,
they’re adjusting, often saying
they factor the fees into buying
decisions and still find Spirit
cheaper than other carriers. For
its part, Spirit has boosted its rev-
enue, sped up its operations and
cleaned out its overhead bins,
since checked bags are $5 cheaper
than carry-ons.

“Everyone is trying to nickel-
and-dime in this economy. It’s un-
fortunate. It’s disappointing. But it
just reflects companies trying to
take advantage of consumers,”
said Frank Bernal, a first-time
Spirit flier from New Jersey who
paid to carry on his bag for a trip
to Colombia. He saw the charge
when he booked his ticket.

“The fare was so much lower,
it was enough for me to just pay
the fee,” he said.

While airlines around the
world have embraced fees for bag-
gage, pets, snacks, water, reserva-
tion changes, flying standby and
reserving seats, only Spirit has
pushed the airline-fee frenzy to
carry-on bags. Not even Ireland’s
fee-crazy Ryanair, a bare-bones
carrier that has even threatened
to charge for toilet use, charges
for carry-on baggage. (Ryanair al-
lows only one piece of carry-on
baggage; customers who bring
more than one bag must check it
at the gate and pay checked-bag-
gage fees.)

Spirit’s move, which took ef-
fect Aug. 1, was unique among the
world’s airlines and drew the ire
of the U.S. Department of Trans-
portation and several members of
Congress, who considered legisla-

tion to make carry-on bags an es-
sential and fee-free part of air
travel. New York Sen. Charles
Schumer even got five major U.S.
airlines to pledge to keep carry-on
bags free for air travelers.

Despite all the headlines about
the carry-on fee, some Spirit trav-
elers last week were surprised
when they checked in for their
flights and were told they could
bring only one personal item,
about the size of a briefcase,
aboard free of charge as long as it
could fit under the seat in front of
them. Anything in the overhead
bin would cost $30 at check-in, or
$45 if caught at the gate without
paying.

“This is the last time I ever fly
Spirit,” Emika Danielczyk of At-
lanta fumed on the phone to her
mother before boarding a flight to
Fort Lauderdale last week. Spirit
was $40 cheaper than comparable
flights on Delta Air Lines, but at
the airport she realized she’d
spend $60 in carry-on fees.

“Had I known, I would have
brought a really big purse,” she
said after ending her phone call.
“It’s probably a couple of years
before every airline does this, but
personally I’ll fly any airline with
free carry-on bags.”

Ed and Ruth Phillips splurged
on “big front seats”—Spirit’s ver-
sion of first class—for a trip from
Washington, D.C., to Las Vegas for
their son’s wedding. Upon check-
ing in, “I couldn’t believe it. Even
in first class they charge you for
carry-ons,” said Mr. Phillips, who
travels frequently on business.

Still, they both preferred to
carry on their bags instead of
checking because they didn’t want
clothes for the wedding to be lost.
They paid $600 for two round-trip
tickets, but the $120 in carry-on
fees round-trip added 20% to the
cost.

“We really aren’t saving any-
thing,” said Mrs. Phillips.

Spirit says its fees give con-
sumers a more transparent view
of the cost of air travel. “Spirit is
all about giving our customers the
power to choose what you do and
don’t want to pay for without sub-

sidizing the choices of others,”
Chief Executive Ben Baldanza said
in the latest edition of his airline’s
in-flight magazine.

(Mr. Baldanza said he couldn’t
comment on how the carry-on fee
has been received by customers
because Spirit has filed a registra-
tion statement for a public stock
offering and is currently in a quiet
period.)

Part of Spirit’s carry-on bag-
gage problem is that it has more
seats on its planes, on average,
than other airlines—but not more
overhead bin space.

A Spirit A320 jet, for example,
has 178 seats; jetBlue and US Air-
ways put 150 seats on their
A320s. As a result, Spirit has up
to 28 more passengers clamoring
for overhead bin space. When air-
lines began charging fees to check
bags—Spirit was the first to do so
in the U.S.—passengers naturally
carried more into the cabin to
avoid fees, some looking like pack
mules. Spirit ended up delaying
scores of flights while bags that
wouldn’t fit in bins had to be
tagged to destinations and sent
down to baggage handlers to be
loaded in cargo holds.

When the fee was first an-
nounced, Mr. Baldanza said Spirit
expected to be able to shave five
or 10 minutes off its flights, en-
abling it to add more trips to its
schedule without adding more air-
planes. That’s a huge cost saving
for airlines.

Fees have been a crucial reve-
nue source for Spirit, which has
been profitable for the past three
years, according to its stock-offer-
ing document.

In 2007, Spirit averaged about
$11 per passenger in non-ticket
revenue—fees and onboard sales.
In the first six months of this
year, passengers paid Spirit more
than $31 on average in non-ticket
revenue. Over the same period,
Spirit’s average fare dropped al-
most $16 per passenger (each
way) to $82.67, but fees more
than offset the lower prices.

Through the first six months of
this year, Spirit collected $32.8
million in baggage fees, $19.6 mil-

lion in an $8 “passenger-usage
fee” that can be avoided only if
you buy a ticket at the airport,
$13.5 million in fees to reserve as-
signed seating and $10.9 million in
reservation-change fees. There’s
no tally yet on how much revenue
Spirit has gotten from carry-on
bag fees.

Spirit, a former charter carrier,
launched as a passenger airline
with scheduled service in 1992. It
serves 40 airports, with flights
between Florida and major cities
including Boston, New York, Chi-
cago, Los Angeles, Atlanta and
Washington, D.C. It also has an ex-
tensive network to leisure destina-
tions in the Caribbean and Latin
America.

Travis Banks, a frequent Spirit
customer and member of the com-
pany’s “$9 Fare Club” that offers
discounts if you buy an annual
subscription, said he pays Spirit’s
fees but still thinks “it’s bogus.”

“All airlines find ways to
charge you—they just go about it
in different ways,” he said. Like
others, even after paying extra for
a carry-on and reserved seat, he
still got a better deal with Spirit.

Greg Sech didn’t pay any
fees—he put his one bag under
the seat in front of him and
wedged himself into a middle
seat. With Spirit’s tight seating,
neither his feet nor his knees had
much space.

“The seats are the worst, but I
really kind of respect what they
are doing with fees. It’s buyers’
choice,” said Mr. Sech, who
bought a last-minute ticket from
Atlanta to Florida to attend a
football game with friends. He
paid $300 round-trip—half of
what other airlines offered.

“I would never be loyal to this
airline,” he said. “But I appreciate
the model—as long as they don’t
ever charge to use the bathroom.”

BY SCOTT MCCARTNEY

Spirit’s move to charge for carry-on bags is unique among the world’s airlines. The company said the fees have helped boost revenue.
Getty Images

The rules
of the road

Alicia Loo: principal of
hospitality interior designer
consultants Hirsch Bedner
Associates, Los Angeles

Up in the air: Every two weeks

Area of travel: Asia

Favorite airport: Singapore
Changi. Good circulation, well
designed and efficient space.
The master planners have
thought about every need a
traveler has.

Best check-in process: Hong
Kong in-town check-in. Check
in 24 hours prior to your
flight and you can arrive at
the airport one hour before. I
use it all the time.

Best taxis in Asia: Singapore.
Easy to get, taxi drivers are
equipped with GPS. Fun too …
you get the London-style cab.

Best journey from airport to
city: Hong Kong. Take the Air-
port Express—pleasant, com-
fortable and fast.

Best frequent-flier lounge: Ca-
thay Pacific First-Class
Lounge at Hong Kong Inter-
national Airport. It has state-
of-the-art work desks, good
food and service—and check
out the individual shower
rooms with a lounger by a re-
flective pool. You can clean
up, relax and refresh.

Preferred carrier: Singapore
Airlines. The staff is very at-
tentive.

Favorite business hotel: I am
a designer and always look
forward to innovation and
good design. I love the Park
Hyatt Shanghai. I love its 100
Century Avenue [restaurant]
culinary concept (with its se-
lection of open kitchens). It is
now and cool.

Favorite family/leisure hotel: JW
Marriott is the only hotel
that knows how to cater to
families.

Best luggage: Samsonite for
its good construction and ma-
terials.

Best airline food: Singapore
Airlines. I love the way they
select celebrated chefs to
craft their in-flight menu. It
makes a big difference.

Most comfortable airline seats:
Singapore Airlines. The busi-
ness class have the widest
beds and lie fully flat. Also, its
economy seats are very com-
fortable, especially on the
A380. The economy cabins are
very quiet and fresh.

Best tip for staying fit on the
road: Get a foot or body mas-
sage whenever you can.

How to beat jetlag: Drink lots
of water before the flight.
Avoid alcohol.

Essential travel gadget: iPhone.

BY SALLY ROBINSON

THE
MIDDLE
SEAT

WSJ.com
ONLINE TODAY: Hear more
from Scott McCartney on
Spirit Airlines’ carry-on baggage
fee at WSJ.com/Travel
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Clinton presses EU
on Pakistan relief

BRUSSELS—U.S. Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton suggested Eu-
ropean Union leaders should follow
the U.S. and withhold further flood-
relief funding from Pakistan until Is-
lamabad shows it is doing more to
fight corruption and collect tax rev-
enue from its wealthiest citizens.

After meeting with Catherine
Ashton, the EU’s high representa-
tive, Mrs. Clinton praised recent EU
aid efforts but added, “the interna-
tional community can only do so
much.” It is unacceptable, she said,
“for those with means in Pakistan
not to be doing their fair share to
help their own people.”

Mrs. Clinton’s comments came a
day before a conference of EU min-
isters in Brussels to address Paki-
stan’s flood-relief needs.

The World Bank on Thursday
tagged the estimated damage from
the July floods at $9.7 billion. The
torrential rains, which covered a
fifth of the country and killed 2,000
people, knocked down bridges, de-
stroyed homes and submerged farm-

land. Pakistan has received $1.5 bil-
lion in relief so far.

At this point, the EU has contrib-
uted around $500 million while the
U.S. has given roughly $400 million.
Additionally, the EU has waived du-
ties for up to three years on 75 cate-
gories of imports, mainly textiles
and clothing. The move has
prompted criticism from European
textile companies already under
pressure from Chinese imports.

Mrs. Clinton’s statements re-
flected a tougher stance on Paki-
stan. “Rhetoric in Washington on
Pakistan has picked up across the
board in the last few months,” said
Dhruva Jaishanker of the German
Marshall Fund in Washington.

The U.S. has also said Pakistan
isn’t doing enough to battle mili-
tants along the Afghan border. Paki-
stan is engaged in an offensive
against some groups, but has largely
avoided fighters from the Afghan
Taliban, al Qaeda and other groups
that stage attacks on North Atlantic
Treaty Organization forces in Af-
ghanistan.

Mrs. Ashton’s answer to Mrs.

Clinton exposed a small difference
in approach. Instead of bluntly stat-
ing conditions that Pakistan should
fulfill, she said, “we look forward to
learn more about Pakistan’s strategy
for a longer-term comprehensive ap-
proach to recovery.”

On Friday, Mrs. Ashton will head
a gathering of EU foreign ministers
and Pakistani Foreign Minister Shah
Mahmood Qureshi. He and other
government officials have empha-
sized that their priority is rebuild-
ing. “If you want to help us fight ex-
tremism and terrorism one way of
doing that is making Pakistan eco-
nomically stable,” he said at the Eu-
ropean Parliament.

Aid groups said they agreed with
the U.S. stance in principle but in-
sisted there should be no condi-
tions. “People struggling from the
floods shouldn’t have to pay be-
cause of issues with the govern-
ment,” says Rebecca Barber, who
works for Oxfam in Islamabad.

Oxfam on Thursday also criti-
cized the West for not forgiving
some of Pakistan’s $55 billion inter-
national debt.

BY JOHN W. MILLER

European Pressphoto Agency

U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, left, with Catherine Ashton, the EU high representative, in Brussels on Thursday.

ECB hawks urge bold euro-zone rules
FRANKFURT—Top officials from

the European Central Bank called on
politicians Thursday to show more
courage as they finalize new rules
for the governance of the euro zone.

The calls come as a task force
under European Council President
Herman van Rompuy enters the fi-
nal stage of drawing up its recom-
mendations on what new rules the
euro zone needs to avoid lurching
into a generalized debt crisis.

Mr. van Rompuy is due to pres-
ent his recommendations to heads
of government at the end of this
month, but there are still strong dif-
ferences of opinion within the Euro-
pean Union—and within the ECB it-
self—about what precisely is
needed.

In a speech in Berlin, Bundes-

bank President Axel Weber repeated
his call for the new rules to make it
clear that countries that get into fi-
nancial trouble should have their
debts restructured rather than be
rescued by other euro-zone mem-
bers. If a country has to call on its
partners for help, then that help
should be attached to “strict and
painful conditions,” he said.

He also insisted there shouldn’t
be rules that penalize Germany for
having a competitive export sector
and a more flexible labor market
than its partners.

Meanwhile in London, Luxem-
bourg central-bank chief Yves
Mersch argued for rules that would
effectively break the traditional hold
of national governments over wages
and pensions in their own countries.
The new rules “should take aim at
national rigidities that are incom-

patible with a currency union, like
automatic indexation mechanisms of
wages and pensions,” he said.

The European Commission al-
ready has proposed a mechanism
under which countries that run ex-
cessive deficits would automatically
incur sanctions unless an over-
whelming majority of member
states disagreed. For the ECB, those
proposals don’t go far enough. Chief
Economist Jürgen Stark has argued
for countries to be denied their vot-
ing rights and their access to EU
budget funds if their budget policies
are too loose.

Increasingly, though, officials
have acknowledged that budgetary
limits alone won’t address the root
of the euro zone’s problems, which
lie in the sharp divergences in de-
velopments in wages and productiv-
ity from one country to another.

BY GEOFFREY T. SMITH

Solar-powered lamp
picked as 2010 object

LONDON—A humble solar-pow-
ered lamp became the star attrac-
tion of the British Museum on
Thursday when it was revealed as
the 100th and final subject of a ra-
dio series that has created a huge
audience in the U.K. and beyond.

“A History of the World in 100
Objects” is a joint venture between
the British Museum and the BBC, a
series of 100 15-minute programs
presented by the museum’s director,
Neil MacGregor. The series has gen-
erated about 10 million downloads,
of which almost half have come
from outside the U.K., Mr.
MacGregor said.

Among the objects featured have
been a colossal statue of Egyptian
pharaoh Ramesses II, shadow pup-
pets from Indonesia, a Tanzanian ax
more than a million years old, and
the Sutton Hoo helmet, hailed as a
key Anglo Saxon discovery. The first
program in the series was broadcast
on Jan. 18, the last is scheduled for
Oct. 22. Contributors have included
Irish activist Bob Geldof, Nigerian
writer Wole Soyinka, English artist
Grayson Perry, Indian food writer
Madhur Jaffrey and Irish poet Sea-
mus Heaney.

Explaining the choice of the
lamp, and its charger, which repre-
sent the year 2010, Mr. MacGregor
said solar power has allowed mil-
lions of people to take control of
their lives. “If exposed to eight
hours of sunlight, the lamp gives
100 hours of light and heat [and]
will allow everybody to access light,
which has so far been a privilege of
the urban elite.”

More than 500 museums
throughout the U.K. cooperated for
the series of 15-minute programs, in
which the significance of the vari-
ous objects was explained by Mr.
MacGregor and his guest contribu-

tors. Members of the public were
also invited to contribute objects
with a story to tell. Suggestions in-
cluded a grain of genetically modi-
fied wheat, the cap of a BP oil well,
a can of energy drink, an AK-47 ri-
fle, and even an artificial Christmas
tree and a CCTV camera.

The solar-powered lamp was
chosen from a selection of five arti-
cles—the others were a Chelsea
shirt worn by the footballer Didier
Drogba, a mobile phone, Antarctic
clothing and a pestle and mortar.

This project “has shown how im-
portant it is to look at the whole
world together historically. I hope
this has shown that collections like
this one where the whole world’s

cultures are in one place can bring
an understanding that nothing else
can,” Mr. MacGregor said.

Choosing the solar lamp, he
added, had to do as well with the
metaphorical power of light. “The
idea of the series was about enlight-
enment, because when this technol-
ogy develops to allow smartphone
access from this kind of source of
power, it will mean that everybody
will be able to access the knowledge
of the world,” he said.

The British Museum and the BBC
plan to work together on similar
projects “looking at the connections
of the world,” the museum director
said. “Our histories are never sepa-
rate, national histories.”

BY JAVIER ESPINOZA

Trustees of the British Museum

Solar power has improved the lives of millions of people, the museum said.

The radio series on 100
objects, a joint venture
between the British Museum
and the BBC, has generated
about 10 million downloads,
almost half outside the U.K.

Entirely invented and manufactured in-house
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Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 567.25 -2.00 -0.35% 705.00 343.25
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 1199.00 12.00 1.01% 1,205.00 872.75
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 700.75 -2.00 -0.28 1,038.25 472.75
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 98.275 -0.200 -0.20 102.650 87.475
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,880 13 0.45 3,497 2,280
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 187.60 1.45 0.78 198.65 123.95
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 27.94 0.44 1.60 28.36 11.90
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 114.87 4.00 3.61 114.87 53.87
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,916.00 -14 -0.48 2,970 2,250
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,902 -12 -0.63 2,360 1,590
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,682 3 0.18 1,844 1,342

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 381.55 -0.50 -0.13 386.75 189.50
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 1377.60 7.10 0.52 1,388.10 675.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 2443.50 50.30 2.10 2,495.00 895.50
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 2,433.00 9.00 0.37 2,481.50 1,857.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 27,325.00 575.00 2.15 27,325.00 14,250.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 8,415.00 5.50 0.07 8,415.00 6,120.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 2,432.00 -1.00 -0.04 2,615.00 1,580.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 2,427.00 18.00 0.75 2,659.00 1,617.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 24,495 290 1.20 27,590 15,910

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 83.36 -0.38 -0.45 145.07 27.15
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.3027 -0.0158 -0.68 3.8342 1.5175
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.1179 -0.0269 -1.25 3.1450 1.2967
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 4.244 -0.034 -0.79 11.750 4.170
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 84.20 -0.65 -0.77 147.32 52.63
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 723.75 -1.75 -0.24 772.50 610.25

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group
WSJ.com

Currencies London close on Oct. 14
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 5.5651 0.1797 3.9515 0.2531
Brazil real 2.3333 0.4286 1.6568 0.6036
Canada dollar 1.4126 0.7079 1.0030 0.9970

1-mo. forward 1.4136 0.7074 1.0037 0.9963
3-mos. forward 1.4160 0.7062 1.0054 0.9946
6-mos. forward 1.4194 0.7045 1.0079 0.9922

Chile peso 673.54 0.001485 478.25 0.002091
Colombia peso 2537.78 0.0003940 1801.95 0.0005550
Ecuador US dollar-f 1.4083 0.7101 1 1
Mexico peso-a 17.4505 0.0573 12.3908 0.0807
Peru sol 3.9239 0.2548 2.7862 0.3589
Uruguay peso-e 28.378 0.0352 20.150 0.0496
U.S. dollar 1.4083 0.7101 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 6.05 0.165334 4.29 0.232848

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.4146 0.7069 1.0045 0.9956
China yuan 9.3672 0.1068 6.6512 0.1503
Hong Kong dollar 10.9268 0.0915 7.7586 0.1289
India rupee 62.2420 0.0161 44.1950 0.0226
Indonesia rupiah 12566 0.0000796 8923 0.0001121
Japan yen 114.60 0.008726 81.38 0.012289

1-mo. forward 114.57 0.008728 81.35 0.012292
3-mos. forward 114.49 0.008734 81.29 0.012301
6-mos. forward 114.35 0.008745 81.19 0.012316

Malaysia ringgit-c 4.3419 0.2303 3.0830 0.3244
New Zealand dollar 1.8543 0.5393 1.3167 0.7595
Pakistan rupee 121.048 0.0083 85.950 0.0116
Philippines peso 60.975 0.0164 43.295 0.0231
Singapore dollar 1.8255 0.5478 1.2962 0.7715
South Korea won 1562.92 0.0006398 1109.75 0.0009011
Taiwan dollar 43.198 0.02315 30.673 0.03260
Thailand baht 41.990 0.02382 29.815 0.03354

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7101 1.4084
1-mo. forward 1.0003 0.9997 0.7103 1.4079
3-mos. forward 1.0009 0.9991 0.7107 1.4071
6-mos. forward 1.0020 0.9980 0.7115 1.4055

Czech Rep. koruna-b 24.469 0.0409 17.374 0.0576
Denmark krone 7.4561 0.1341 5.2942 0.1889
Hungary forint 272.90 0.003664 193.77 0.005161
Norway krone 8.0834 0.1237 5.7397 0.1742
Poland zloty 3.8992 0.2565 2.7687 0.3612
Russia ruble-d 42.326 0.02363 30.054 0.03327
Sweden krona 9.2239 0.1084 6.5495 0.1527
Switzerland franc 1.3425 0.7449 0.9533 1.0490

1-mo. forward 1.3421 0.7451 0.9530 1.0493
3-mos. forward 1.3414 0.7455 0.9524 1.0499
6-mos. forward 1.3402 0.7462 0.9516 1.0508

Turkey lira 1.9776 0.5057 1.4042 0.7121
U.K. pound 0.8794 1.1372 0.6244 1.6015

1-mo. forward 0.8796 1.1369 0.6245 1.6012
3-mos. forward 0.8800 1.1364 0.6248 1.6005
6-mos. forward 0.8806 1.1356 0.6253 1.5993

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.5310 1.8833 0.3770 2.6524
Egypt pound-a 8.0276 0.1246 5.7000 0.1754
Israel shekel 5.0377 0.1985 3.5770 0.2796
Jordan dinar 0.9968 1.0033 0.7078 1.4129
Kuwait dinar 0.3965 2.5219 0.2816 3.5518
Lebanon pound 2113.23 0.0004732 1500.50 0.0006665
Saudi Arabia riyal 5.2814 0.1893 3.7501 0.2667
South Africa rand 9.5363 0.1049 6.7713 0.1477
United Arab dirham 5.1728 0.1933 3.6730 0.2723

SDR -f 0.8915 1.1217 0.6330 1.5797

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights
from the International Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

15 EUROPE Stoxx Europe 600 265.68 -0.57 -0.21% 4.9% 7.4%

13 Stoxx Europe 50 2543.39 -10.03 -0.39 -1.4 2.1

14 Euro Zone Euro Stoxx 272.67 -0.52 -0.19 -0.8 -1.2

12 Euro Stoxx 50 2836.11 -4.44 -0.16 -4.4 -3.5

16 Austria ATX 2683.84 -5.76 -0.21 7.5 -2.0

10 Belgium Bel-20 2662.91 -7.47 -0.28 6.0 3.0

12 Czech Republic PX 1142.3 -9.6 -0.83 2.2 -1.7

22 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 394.23 -4.17 -1.05 24.9 24.5

17 Finland OMX Helsinki 7328.13 -121.56 -1.63 13.5 17.4

13 France CAC-40 3819.17 -9.17 -0.24 -3.0 -1.7

13 Germany DAX 6455.27 20.75 0.32% 8.4 10.7

... Hungary BUX 23499.09 -149.49 -0.63 10.7 10.5

11 Ireland ISEQ 2695.00 -34.06 -1.25 -9.4 -18.8

12 Italy FTSE MIB 21094.86 -50.40 -0.24 -9.3 -13.3

14 Netherlands AEX 341.33 -0.39 -0.11 1.8 5.0

9 Norway All-Shares 439.35 1.07 0.24 4.6 12.7

17 Poland WIG 46079.69 -207.27 -0.45 15.2 19.3

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

13 Portugal PSI 20 7755.04 -17.29 -0.22 -8.4 -12.3

... Russia RTSI 1586.94 -1.89 -0.12% 11.2 10.6

10 Spain IBEX 35 10849.7 -16.4 -0.15 -9.1 -8.4

15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 347.42 -1.16 -0.33 16.0 20.1

13 Switzerland SMI 6440.97 -14.16 -0.22 -1.6 0.9

... Turkey ISE National 100 69225.72 -941.17 -1.34 31.0 35.7

12 U.K. FTSE 100 5727.21 -20.14 -0.35 5.8 9.7

18 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 136.27 2.30 1.72% 10.7 10.7

... Australia SPX/ASX 200 4699.09 79.21 1.71 -3.5 -3.3

... China CBN 600 26922.08 -145.40 -0.54 -7.3 3.9

15 Hong Kong Hang Seng 23852.17 394.48 1.68 9.1 8.4

22 India Sensex 20497.64 -190.24 -0.92 17.4 19.2

... Japan Nikkei Stock Average 9583.51 180.00 1.91 -9.1 -6.4

... Singapore Straits Times 3195.02 -7.14 -0.22 10.3 17.8

11 South Korea Kospi 1899.76 23.61 1.26 12.9 14.5

17 AMERICAS DJ Americas 317.09 -1.67 -0.52 6.9 9.1

... Brazil Bovespa 71331.97 -342.93 -0.48 4.0 7.4

17 Mexico IPC 34813.43 14.78 0.04 8.4 12.7

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.0045 1.6087 1.0537 0.1534 0.0334 0.1750 0.0123 0.2808 1.4146 0.1897 1.0015 ...

Canada 1.0030 1.6064 1.0522 0.1531 0.0334 0.1747 0.0123 0.2804 1.4126 0.1895 ... 0.9985

Denmark 5.2942 8.4789 5.5538 0.8083 0.1762 0.9224 0.0651 1.4801 7.4561 ... 5.2784 5.2706

Euro 0.7101 1.1372 0.7449 0.1084 0.0236 0.1237 0.0087 0.1985 ... 0.1341 0.7079 0.7069

Israel 3.5770 5.7287 3.7524 0.5462 0.1190 0.6232 0.0440 ... 5.0377 0.6756 3.5663 3.5611

Japan 81.3750 130.3261 85.3659 12.4247 2.7077 14.1777 ... 22.7495 114.6045 15.3706 81.1316 81.0129

Norway 5.7397 9.1923 6.0211 0.8764 0.1910 ... 0.0705 1.6046 8.0834 1.0841 5.7225 5.7141

Russia 30.0536 48.1323 31.5275 4.5887 ... 5.2361 0.3693 8.4019 42.3260 5.6767 29.9637 29.9199

Sweden 6.5495 10.4893 6.8707 ... 0.2179 1.1411 0.0805 1.8310 9.2239 1.2371 6.5299 6.5203

Switzerland 0.9533 1.5267 ... 0.1455 0.0317 0.1661 0.0117 0.2665 1.3425 0.1801 0.9504 0.9490

U.K. 0.6244 ... 0.6550 0.0953 0.0208 0.1088 0.0077 0.1746 0.8794 0.1179 0.6225 0.6216

U.S. ... 1.6015 1.0490 0.1527 0.0333 0.1742 0.0123 0.2796 1.4083 0.1889 0.9970 0.9956

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of October 14, 2010

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.50% 15 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 316.38 -1.24% 5.7% 10.1%

2.50 16 World (Developed Markets) 1,222.06 -1.17 4.6 8.4

2.40 16 World ex-EMU 144.95 -0.88 6.1 10.7

2.40 16 World ex-UK 1,217.49 -1.09 4.7 8.2

3.10 15 EAFE 1,622.68 -1.60 2.7 4.5

2.20 14 Emerging Markets (EM) 1,117.69 -1.68 13.0 22.3

3.30 14 EUROPE 92.24 1.43 4.5 9.4

3.50 13 EMU 174.48 -2.86 -3.3 -3.0

3.30 14 Europe ex-UK 100.01 1.68 3.5 6.7

4.50 12 Europe Value 99.02 1.70 -0.4 1.9

2.30 17 Europe Growth 83.28 1.17 9.3 17.4

2.20 22 Europe Small Cap 182.32 1.30 16.0 18.3

2.10 9 EM Europe 321.34 0.82 15.3 28.4

3.50 16 UK 1,701.72 1.51 5.8 11.4

2.70 17 Nordic Countries 166.22 1.65 22.0 27.2

1.70 7 Russia 787.81 1.19 5.5 17.4

2.30 20 South Africa 791.49 1.38 11.9 18.4

2.70 16 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 461.15 -1.30 10.7 17.1

2.00 18 Japan 514.40 -0.23 -9.5 -8.6

2.20 15 China 69.44 1.97 7.1 17.4

0.90 23 India 831.08 2.28 17.5 22.2

1.30 10 Korea 522.71 0.25 8.7 9.9

3.50 14 Taiwan 285.54 0.14 -3.5 3.8

1.90 17 US BROAD MARKET 1,323.47 -0.78 7.0 12.7

1.30 37 US Small Cap 1,905.43 -1.30 14.0 18.3

2.40 15 EM LATIN AMERICA 4,604.12 -1.75 11.8 24.8

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Thomson Reuters is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign
stock quotations, futures and futures options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used
to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

Dow Jones Indexes
Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.20% 16 Global TSM 2492.34 0.32% 7.7%

1.97 15 Global Dow 1359.50 -0.36% 10.2% 2033.61 0.53 3.9

2.28 14 Global Titans 50 162.20 -0.92 5.9 170.59 -0.04 -0.1

2.64 17 Europe TSM 2768.28 0.71 1.6

2.25 17 Developed Markets TSM 2390.70 0.32 6.4

2.04 13 Emerging Markets TSM 4805.72 0.29 18.6

2.84 26 Africa 50 887.10 -0.58 18.7 793.04 0.31 11.9

2.54 13 BRIC 50 494.00 -0.24 15.5 663.38 0.64 8.9

2.87 18 GCC 40 583.60 -1.76 4.3 521.75 -0.89 -1.7

1.87 17 U.S. TSM 12141.39 -0.54 8.3

2.87 27 Kuwait Titans 30 -c 228.98 -1.92 -0.8

1.80 RusIndex Titans 10 -c 3359.60 -0.96 12.2 5890.91 -0.31 8.2

Price-to-
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)

yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

1.83% 11 Turkey Titans 20 -c 737.80 -1.87% 51.2% 838.11 -1.26% 38.5%

4.53 14 Global Select Div -d 178.40 -0.13 11.7 215.09 0.76 5.3

5.31 11 Asia/Pacific Select Div -d 291.19 1.23 3.3

4.04 14 U.S. Select Dividend -d 345.69 -0.24 12.6

1.60 19 Islamic Market 2093.55 0.23 8.3

1.96 14 Islamic Market 100 1774.10 -0.65 10.1 2138.36 0.23 3.8

2.95 13 Islamic Turkey -c 1782.50 -1.25 33.4 3476.18 -0.63 22.1

2.44 16 Sustainability 874.10 -0.34 8.6 1039.38 0.55 2.4

3.31 21 Brookfield Infrastructure 1679.90 -0.63 25.7 2255.72 0.25 18.5

1.08 22 Luxury 1134.20 -0.66 30.0 1354.28 0.22 22.6

3.12 14 UAE Select Index 259.76 -0.19 -27.5

DJ-UBS Commodity 143.90 -0.66 17.1 147.17 0.23 10.4

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note:All data as of 2 p.m.ET. Source: DowJones Indexes

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP
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U.S. NEWS

Estate taxes heat up
on campaign trail

A move to end the U.S. estate-tax
is luring new adherents in the 2010
midterm campaign, turning perma-
nent repeal into a negotiating stance
for future congressional wrangling
over taxes.

More than 250 current congres-
sional candidates, mostly Republi-
cans, have signed a pledge this year
to support elimination of the tax,
according to the advocacy group
sponsoring the effort. The signers
include 53 incumbents and more
than half of Republicans running for
House and Senate. During the 2008
elections, when the group first be-
gan seeking supporters, only 30 can-
didates signed up.

The estate tax has become a par-
ticularly hot issue in the West, in-
cluding in Washington state’s Senate
contest, and some rural House dis-
tricts where Democratic incumbents
appear vulnerable. The tax tends to
be a hotter issue in rural areas be-
cause it raises particular concerns
among farmers and landowners.

During the Bush administration,
Congress passed a law that lowered
the tax gradually and repealed it en-
tirely for 2010. It is set to spring
back Jan. 1 to its 2001 level, absent
congressional action, with a top rate
of 55% and an exemption for the
first $1 million of an estate’s value.

For now, it appears unlikely the
momentum behind repeal will
prompt Congress to extend the re-
peal for 2011. Instead, the current

Democratic-controlled Congress
seems likely to consider a new ver-
sion of the estate tax in a lame-duck
session after the November election
as part of a package of extensions of
other expiring Bush-era tax breaks.

A strong showing for repeal in
November, however, could raise
pressure on lawmakers to lower
rates and increase exemptions, Re-
publican aides say. It could also lay
the groundwork for reconsideration
of the issue following the 2012 elec-
tion.

President Barack Obama favors
returning the estate tax to 2009 lev-
els, which saw a 45% rate and $3.5
million exemption. Republican lead-
ers in the Senate, a body key to any
resolution on the tax issue, are lin-
ing up behind a plan drawn up by
Sens. Jon Kyl (R., Ariz.) and Blanche
Lincoln (D., Ark.) that would impose
a 35% top rate and a $5 million ex-
emption.

Of the 260 candidates for the
Nov. 2 elections who have signed
the pledge to eliminate the tax, 253
are Republicans, and two are Demo-
crats, according the American Fam-
ily Business Institute, the advocacy
group behind it.

Sen. Jim DeMint (R., S.C.), a
leader of the repeal camp in the
Senate, said he hoped the 2010 elec-
tions would generate “the momen-
tum to finally kill the death tax for
good,” using the conservative short-
hand for the estate tax. Sen. Bernie
Sanders (I., Vt.), who is leading a
drive by congressional liberals for

higher rates on large estates, called
the repeal effort “morally obscene.”
But he said in an interview he was
worried by its renewed momentum.

The repeal effort has been under-
way since the early 1990s. Former
President George W. Bush promised
in his 2000 campaign to abolish it.

Because of the loss of tax reve-
nue, Congress chose to lower the
rate gradually from 55% to 45% be-
tween 2001 and 2009, while increas-
ing the exemption from $1 million to
$3.5 million. Lawmakers limited out-
right repeal to 2010, the final year
of Mr. Bush’s tax-cut legislation.

In a 2009 poll by the nonprofit
Tax Foundation, two-thirds of re-
spondents said they favored estate-
tax repeal, even though the tax was
levied on only about 5,500 estates
that year. The online survey of 2,002
adults aged 18 or older also showed
that the estate tax is viewed as the
most unfair federal tax, in part be-
cause the income being passed
along has already been taxed by the
federal government at least once.

Opponents of a full repeal argue
it is largely a campaign by the rich-
est Americans to safeguard their
fortunes. They say the estate tax
helps prevent the perpetuation of
wealth.

Repeal proponents play down the
role of the wealthy in their effort,
saying such families often find ways
to avoid the estate tax already. In-
stead, they say the tax mostly hits
family-business owners and land-
owners.

BY JOHN D. MCKINNON

Associated Press

Sen. Jim DeMint (R., S.C.) is a leader of the estate-tax repeal camp in the Senate.

Recession-hit areas can lag for years
Communities hit hardest during

the recession could continue to fall
behind the rest of the country for
decades, research released by the
Brookings Institution’s Hamilton
Project suggests.

In regions that suffered dispro-
portionately in the recession of the

early 1980s, for example, average
earnings have risen at a quarter of
the rate of the rest of the U.S. Em-
ployment grew more slowly, young
people left the region, population
growth slowed and, as a result, de-
mand for housing weakened. A simi-
lar fate could be in store for areas of
the country that faced the deepest
housing and employment shocks in

the latest downturn, the report
warned. To avoid repeating the sce-
nario that followed the 1980s down-
turn, papers commissioned by the
Hamilton Project—formed by some
Clinton administration Democrats to
devise policies to improve the econ-
omy—recommended revitalization
efforts targeting the worst-off com-
munities.

BY SARA MURRAY

Perhaps, unlike
Humphrey Bogart
and Claude Rains
in “Casablanca,”
the Obama White
House and the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce were never
destined for a beautiful friendship.

But this? The White House
implying the Chamber is illegally
using foreign money to defeat
Democrats in the midterm
election? The Chamber accusing
the White House of a smear
campaign and intimidation? The
nation’s premier political
institution and its most visible
business institution sit about a
block apart in Washington, but
right now they are Mars and
Venus.

It’s easy to forget amid today’s
poisonous campaign atmosphere,
but relations between the
administration and the Chamber
actually were reasonably cordial
and productive at the outset. So
how did things turn so sour? A
long talk with Chamber Chief
Executive Thomas Donohue sheds
some light—and offers some hope
for a rapprochement after Nov. 2.

First, Mr. Donohue underscores
the notion that there was, at the
outset, some mutually beneficial
cooperation, starting with
Chamber endorsement of
President Barack Obama’s big
economic-stimulus legislation.

“Not only did we help with
stimulus, but we did it when a
good portion of the Chamber
members were probably not
happy about that,” he says. “We
did it because this institution
fundamentally believed that
America had a role to play in
avoiding the globe from going into
a global depression.”

He also says he provided
rhetorical support for the
president’s controversial rescue of
General Motors, backed the cash-
for-clunkers plan, and strongly
supported Education Secretary
Arne Duncan’s education reforms.

But the conversation suggests
three forces began to push the
relationship off the tracks. First,
while the business
community—with the Chamber as
its voice—had long called for a
health-care overhaul, the health
bill it saw wasn’t what it
bargained for.

Second, while the Chamber
acknowledged the need for a new
regulatory scheme for Wall Street,
it decided the final version was
too onerous—requiring, Mr.
Donohue maintains, more than
500 new regulations. “My
grandchildren will be working on
that when they retire,” he says.

Third, climate change really
spoiled the climate. The Chamber
went all out to defeat the kind of
cap-and-trade approach embodied
in a House bill, which the White
House viewed positively. A few
businesses quit the Chamber in
protest over its climate-change
stance—and Mr. Donohue asserts
the White House encouraged
others to follow.

But it’s also clear a lot of the
problem is atmospherics.

“You know what we did that
really angered them?” Mr.
Donohue says. “We started asking
questions.…We weren’t having a
war. We were having a debate in
the legislative process.”

The White House, in turn, cut
back on communications with the
Chamber, and courted individual
CEOs as an alternative. Rhetoric
on both sides got rough. “It got
damn personal over here,” Mr.
Donohue says.

The White House view is
different, of course. There,
officials think the Chamber was
happy to watch the administration
finish bailing out big financial
firms, and backed the stimulus
package, but headed for the hills
when the political winds shifted
on those initiatives. They argue
the Chamber has never
appreciated how, in the fevered
atmosphere of the deep recession,
the White House held the line
against far more drastic solutions
some were advocating, including
nationalizing banks and car
companies.

Administration officials also
think a lot of the tension simply
boils down to taxes: The Chamber
and its members want lower rates,
personal and corporate, than the
administration favors.

All those tensions were carried

into an already-tense election
season. But what about after Nov.
2? Mr. Donohue insists he has no
desire to extend the arguing: “I
would say the Hatfields and the
McCoys are not feuding. I would
say that we have established our
bona fides on helping do what’s
good for this country and the
business community.” He adds:
“My members don’t want me in
great big fights. What the hell
good is that for them?”

He also notes that a lot of
tensions aren’t with the White
House but with Democrats in a
Congress that is about to undergo
a makeover.

Mr. Donohue mourns the
departure of White House Chief of
Staff Rahm Emanuel, a
“moderating guy,” but also calls
his replacement, Pete Rouse, “a
moderate and thoughtful guy.” If
the “right people” call, serious
conversations will resume.

That would be a good thing.
Above all, America’s leaders will
need to set out right after the
election figuring out how to tackle
a dangerous long-term budget
deficit. That will require all big
players—Democrat and
Republican, business and
labor—to be at the table, each
willing to agree on things that will
make some of their constituents
unhappy.

At that point, better if the
White House and the Chamber are
watching each other’s backs, not
stabbing them.

[ Capital Journal ]

BY GERALD F. SEIB

White House, Chamber
have a shot at reconciling

The Chamber’s CEO notes
that a lot of tensions aren’t
with the White House but
with Democrats in a Congress
that is about to undergo a
makeover.
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Major players � benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50,
the biggest and best known companies in
Europe, including the U.K.

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can see
spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes below
are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average

Europe: 14/1 0.97 100.15% 0.01% 1.18 0.97 1.08

Eur. High Volatility: 14/1 1.52 97.52 0.01 1.79 1.52 1.68

Europe Crossover: 14/1 4.50 102.09 0.05 5.37 4.47 4.97

Asia ex-Japan IG: 14/1 1.02 99.90 0.01 1.25 0.99 1.14

Japan: 14/1 1.01 99.97 0.01 1.07 0.97 1.02

Note: Data as of October 13

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for
corporate debt;
based on Markit
iTraxx indexes.

In percentage points
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Tracking
credit
markets �
dealmakers
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Stoxx Europe 50: Thursday's best and worst...

Previous
close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company Country Industry Volume local currency Previous session YTD 52-week

Rio Tinto U.K. General Mining 10,511,228 4,135 2.39% 22.0% 40.3%

Vodafone Group U.K. Mobile Telecommunications 151,857,455 166.50 1.59 15.9 22.4

Zurich Financial Services AG Switzerland Full Line Insurance 720,415 234.50 1.30 3.5 -7.7

Bayer AG Germany Specialty Chemicals 2,859,589 55.62 1.24 -0.6 14.0

AXA France Full Line Insurance 11,676,038 13.93 1.09 -15.8 -27.7

Barclays U.K. Banks 129,749,425 279.95 -4.13% 1.4 -26.3

BNP Paribas France Banks 5,259,213 52.29 -3.17 -6.5 -7.0

Societe Generale France Banks 4,897,125 41.70 -3.10 -14.8 -13.3

Nokia Finland Telecommunications Equipment 28,381,536 7.86 -2.90 -11.9 -14.4

Anheuser-Busch InBev N.V. Belgium Beverages 2,271,038 44.97 -1.92 23.6 36.0

...And the rest of Europe's blue chips
Latest,
in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

E.ON AG 11,331,322 21.85 1.02% -25.2% -17.8%
Germany (Multiutilities)
Siemens 4,117,200 80.50 0.89 25.4 17.6
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
BASF SE 3,306,332 50.14 0.88 15.4 25.0
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
Allianz SE 1,856,646 87.26 0.87 0.1 -0.1
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
ING Groep 35,684,923 8.01 0.86 16.1 -16.9
Netherlands (Life Insurance)
Standard Chartered PLC 5,127,595 1,888 0.64 19.9 20.0
U.K. (Banks)
Telefonica 31,335,429 19.45 0.57 -0.4 1.5
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
France Telecom 9,888,429 16.27 0.56 -6.7 -7.8
France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
SAP AG 3,828,538 38.09 0.37 15.4 9.5
Germany (Software)
BG Group 6,114,733 1,174 0.21 4.6 3.3
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Tesco 13,856,928 434.25 0.08 1.5 14.2
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)
Total S.A. 5,748,081 38.91 0.01 -13.6 -7.1
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
ENI 12,590,566 16.18 ... -9.1 -9.7
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
GDF Suez 4,167,134 27.60 -0.04 -8.9 -7.8
France (Multiutilities)
BHP Billiton 9,342,173 2,215 -0.05 11.0 22.3
U.K. (General Mining)
Astrazeneca 2,040,250 3,338 -0.07 14.7 20.6
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
ABB Ltd. 4,297,809 21.57 -0.09 11.0 -0.1
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
Unilever 6,436,103 21.37 -0.14 -6.1 4.8
Netherlands (Food Products)
Nestle S.A. 8,548,257 52.35 -0.38 4.3 20.1
Switzerland (Food Products)
Royal Dutch Shell A 7,560,201 22.60 -0.44 7.1 12.2
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)

Latest,
in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

Sanofi-Aventis 3,466,856 49.77 -0.47% -9.6% -7.1%
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Roche Holding 3,318,225 138.40 -0.50 -21.3 -15.6
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Banco Santander 52,086,054 9.53 -0.64 -17.5 -17.2
Spain (Banks)
Diageo 9,145,154 1,135 -0.70 4.7 18.0
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
Anglo American 6,696,437 2,864 -0.71 5.6 29.2
U.K. (General Mining)
British American Tobacco 2,638,983 2,417 -0.72 19.8 22.0
U.K. (Tobacco)
Deutsche Telekom 21,897,634 9.97 -0.75 -3.1 4.4
Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)
Deutsche Bank 9,676,061 41.31 -0.82 -8.4 -19.7
Germany (Banks)
Hennes & Mauritz AB Series B 3,408,195 239.80 -0.87 20.7 18.0
Sweden (Apparel Retailers)
Intesa Sanpaolo 58,277,867 2.51 -0.89 -20.2 -20.2
Italy (Banks)
Novartis 5,077,748 56.75 -1.05 0.4 8.2
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Daimler AG 3,938,606 47.40 -1.12 27.3 35.1
Germany (Automobiles)
GlaxoSmithKline 10,595,106 1,303 -1.21 -1.3 2.4
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
UniCredit 205,726,185 1.87 -1.22 -16.6 -29.4
Italy (Banks)
HSBC Holdings 35,939,662 662.30 -1.31 -6.6 -6.4
U.K. (Banks)
Credit Suisse Group 6,542,970 42.64 -1.41 -16.7 -28.2
Switzerland (Banks)
L.M. Ericsson Telephone Series B 10,876,018 72.15 -1.43 9.5 1.3
Sweden (Communications Technology)
UBS 10,141,422 17.37 -1.53 8.2 -8.8
Switzerland (Banks)
BP PLC 27,609,850 429.70 -1.66 -28.4 -22.7
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria 26,812,398 9.76 -1.68 -23.3 -21.3
Spain (Banks)

Sources: Thomson Reuters

DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 12.4 $28.36 –0.11 –0.39%
Alcoa AA 19.2 13.07 –0.29 –2.21
AmExpress AXP 10.4 39.14 –0.12 –0.31
BankAm BAC 427.1 12.50 –0.79 –5.94
Boeing BA 2.9 70.89 –0.58 –0.81
Caterpillar CAT 3.9 79.40 –0.89 –1.11
Chevron CVX 4.7 83.21 –0.46 –0.55
CiscoSys CSCO 29.7 22.86 –0.32 –1.38
CocaCola KO 5.2 59.70 –0.24 –0.40
Disney DIS 5.4 34.59 –0.32 –0.92
DuPont DD 4.1 46.21 –0.67 –1.43
ExxonMobil XOM 11.8 64.93 –0.11 –0.17
GenElec GE 40.1 16.99 –0.29 –1.68
HewlettPk HPQ 10.6 41.80 –0.41 –0.97
HomeDpt HD 7.7 30.55 –0.45 –1.45
Intel INTC 47.2 19.21 –0.03 –0.16
IBM IBM 4.1 140.60 0.23 0.16
JPMorgChas JPM 60.8 38.21 –1.63 –4.09
JohnsJohns JNJ 5.8 63.43 –0.15 –0.24
KftFoods KFT 5.5 31.64 0.15 0.48
McDonalds MCD 4.7 76.83 1.08 1.43
Merck MRK 6.5 36.92 –0.23 –0.63
Microsoft MSFT 39.6 25.03 –0.31 –1.23
Pfizer PFE 25.7 17.60 –0.13 –0.73
ProctGamb PG 5.9 62.55 –0.08 –0.13
3M MMM 1.5 88.42 –0.72 –0.81
TravelersCos TRV 2.1 53.28 –0.13 –0.24
UnitedTech UTX 3.4 73.67 –0.51 –0.69
Verizon VZ 13.9 32.36 0.15 0.47

WalMart WMT 11.2 52.94 –0.88 –1.64

Source: WSJ Market Data Group

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement...
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

ONO Fin II 836 –48 –111 –269

Alcatel Lucent 608 –36 –64 –125

Codere Fin Luxembourg 609 –35 –64 –99

TUI 589 –35 –60 –91

Sol Melia 550 –33 –51 –147

Bco Espirito Santo 392 –32 –48 6

Brit Awys 401 –28 –50 –94

Rallye 478 –26 –48 –80

Wendel 328 –25 –47 –106

Norske Skogindustrier 849 –25 –98 –127

And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Danone 69 ... 1 2

Evonik Degussa 58 ... –2 –7

Cap Gemini 124 ... 1 16

Reed Elsevier 76 ... 3 4

Pearson 58 ... 3 4

TDC A/S 99 ... –4 –64

Rentokil Initial 1927 145 ... 10 8

EON 66 1 ... 2

J Sainsbury 116 1 2 –4

Rexam 144 1 ... 16

Source: Markit Group

BLUE CHIPS � BONDS

WSJ.com
Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock
quotes, news and commentary at WSJ.com.

Also, receive emails that summarize the day’s trading in Eu-
rope and Asia. To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Email.

Europe, Middle East & Africa: Bank revenues from equity capital markets

Behind every IPO,
follow-on or
convertible equity
offering is one or
more investment
banks. At right,
investment banks
historical and year-
to-date revenues
from global equity-
capital-market
(ECM) deals

Source: Dealogic
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U.S. NEWS

Trade deficit grows as imports surge
A jump in the U.S. trade deficit in

August—the result of soaring im-
ports, particularly from China—adds
fuel to the debate over China’s trade
practices.

The U.S. deficit hit $46.3 billion
in August, up from $42.6 billion the
month before.

The jump came from a $4.1 bil-
lion increase in imports which far
exceeded the $239 million increase
in U.S. exports during the month. A
wider trade deficit is a drag on do-
mestic growth, because it means
more of what the nation is consum-
ing is coming from overseas rather
than from production at home.

The trade report highlights “how
growth in the third quarter might
not be as strong as it looked like it
might be,” said Capital Economics
economist Paul Dales.

Many economists trimmed esti-
mates for the third quarter growth,
based on the trade numbers. Zach
Pandl, an economist at Nomura Secu-
rities, cut his estimate to a 1.5% an-
nual rate, down from 2.2%. Mr. Pandl
said he thought the surge in the trade
deficit in the second quarter was a
temporary phenomenon, but the Au-
gust figures suggest that it wasn’t.

Morgan Stanley economists
dropped their GDP growth estimate
to 1.8% from 2.1%, while St. Louis-
based economic consulting firm
Macroeconomic Advisers lowered its
estimate to 1.2% from 1.6%. Nomura
Securities cut to 1.5% from 2.2%.

The U.S.’s trade shortfall with the
euro-area, which continues to suffer
from anemic growth and a sovereign
debt crisis, fell 20.8% to $6.46 billion
from $8.16 billion.

The deficit with China widened
to a record $28 billion in August
from $25.9 billion in July. With
many Americans becoming increas-
ingly hostile toward trade with
China, the growing gap is bound to
redouble U.S. efforts to pressure Bei-
jing to raise the value of its cur-
rency. The currency battles will be
on center stage next week at a fi-
nance ministers’ meeting of the
Group of 20 industrialized and de-

veloping nations taking place in
South Korea. The ministers are
meeting to prepare a G-20 leaders’
summit in November.

U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner recently called for China to
boost the yuan at a “gradual but still
significant rate.” He also has made
clear that he is looking for China to
match the 20% appreciation it man-
aged between 2006 and 2008.

At the annual meeting of the In-
ternational Monetary Fund this past
weekend, Yi Gang, deputy governor
of China’s central bank, made clear
that Beijing wasn’t interested in a
20% increase.

On Friday, the Treasury is due to
announce whether China is “manipu-
lating” its currency, in a semi-annual
report required by U.S. trade law.
The Treasury is likely to delay the
release, portraying the delay as a
way to give China further time to
work out policy changes. Mr. Geith-
ner has said the manipulation desig-
nation can be counterproductive. It
simply requires the U.S. to negotiate
with Beijing on currency, which it al-
ready is, and raises the risk of Chi-
nese retaliation against U.S. firms
doing business in China.

Even if China does boost the
yuan’s value, many industries that

have left the U.S. say they are un-
likely to bring those jobs back to
America. Stockton, Calif.-based Cali-
fornia Pencil Products Co. makes
thin pieces of wood, called slats, for
pencil production. It used to make
them in the U.S. but shifted produc-
tion to Tianjin, China, earlier this
decade. It was either that or be
forced out of business by global
competitors, said company president
Charles Berolzheimer.

But lower wages aren’t the only
reason to be in China now—it is also
where the customers are. “The real-
ity is there’s not a lot of U.S.-based
production these days,” Mr. Berol-
zheimer said.

Meanwhile, separate reports
showed initial claims for jobless
benefits increased in the latest
week, while wholesale inflation ac-
celerated in September on the back
of a jump in volatile food prices.

Initial U.S. unemployment claims
rose by 13,000 to 462,000 in the
week ended Oct. 9, the Labor De-
partment said in its weekly report
Thursday. New claims for the previ-
ous week, ended Oct. 2, were revised
upward to 449,000 from 445,000.

The tough labor market is likely
to be a key issue in Nov. 2 elections
as Democrats try to maintain their
majority in Congress. That is also
the first day of the Federal Reserve’s
two-day Federal Open Market Com-
mittee meeting, where Fed officials
are likely to take additional action to
help spur more economic growth.

—Luca Di Leo and Sarah N. Lynch
contributed to this article.

BY JUSTIN LAHART
AND BOB DAVIS

A record trade gap with China

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

…and an expanding total trade balance
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Amid rising tensions, the U.S.
deficit with China widened to a
record of $28 billion
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With a surge in imports
outstripping a meager gain in
exports, the U.S. trade deficit
widened to $46.3 billion in August
from $42.6 billion in July
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The U.S. goes deeper in the red

When Gallup questioned
potential voters recently, it found
the U.S. could either be headed for
a Republican landslide or for just a
normal off-year election loss for
the party controlling the White
House—the Democrats.

The difference depended on who
the polling firm decided was likely
to go to the polls. In one scenario,
Gallup saw the GOP with a three-
point lead nationally; in another,
the margin was 17 percentage
points.

How Gallup and other pollsters
make that determination dictates
forecasts for November and
explains much, if not most, of the
fog surrounding the size of
expected Republican victories.

Firms carry out polls of
registered voters long before
Election Day, but as they get closer
to voting time, most begin to
screen just for those likely to vote.

In off-year elections especially,
when turnout is generally lower
than in presidential years, the
accuracy of a pollster’s
determination of who is a likely
voter is the key to being right or
wrong. Simply put, the electorate in
normal off-year elections is whiter
and older than the one that votes
in presidential elections.

And this year, an unusually large
dose of Republican intensity is

changing the face of the likely
electorate even more than normal.

Party allegiance often changes
over time. In 2006 and 2008 that
meant a Democratic edge; this year
it goes the other way. In Florida in
2008, the exit polls found the
electorate was 37% Democratic,
34% Republican and 28%
independent.

This month, a Quinnipiac
University poll found the likely
electorate 36% Republican, 31%
Democratic and 28% independent.

Gallup, which doesn’t carry out
state-by-state polls, is finding much
the same thing on a national scale.
In its most recent survey of 2,747
registered voters, among whom
there were 1,953 likely voters, it
found the enormous divergence in
the views of the two groups.

Registered voters said by
47%-44% that they would vote
Republican for Congress. But
among likely voters, the GOP
margin is either 13 or 17 points,
depending on whether there is a
low turnout or high turnout.

In either case, a double-digit
lead in the “generic
ballot”—whether a respondent says
he or she will vote for a Republican
or a Democrat for Congress—would
almost certainly mean a GOP
landslide. And that’s why the
difference between registered and
likely voters is so important.

Peter A. Brown is assistant
director of the Quinnipiac
University Polling Institute.

[ Poll Watch ]

PETER A. BROWN

Spotting the likely voters
holds key to predictions
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Justin Jones tel: +44 0203 426 1167; email: justin.jones@dowjones.com

Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 10/13 USD 18.20 4.9 9.6 34.3
Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 10/13 EUR 12.57 -9.7 -5.5 9.8
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 10/13 USD 14.94 -0.6 4.1 11.8
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 10/13 EUR 7.41 -5.5 -3.3 8.7
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 10/13 EUR 9.30 -4.5 -0.7 8.4
Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 10/13 JPY 450.77 -11.8 -9.3 4.0
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 10/13 USD 9.71 2.8 4.0 6.8
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 10/13 USD 12.00 5.0 5.9 8.1
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 10/13 EUR 11.15 3.0 3.2 9.1
Andorfons EU BD AND 10/13 EUR 14.76 1.8 2.3 7.8
Andorfons Alternative Premium GL EQ AND 08/31 EUR 98.77 -0.2 2.0 -6.0
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 10/13 EUR 9.80 2.5 3.7 6.9
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 10/13 EUR 9.28 0.1 2.2 5.0

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 10/08 USD 388091.41 41.4 73.2 45.2

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT EQ LUX 10/14 EUR 8.95 1.1 1.0 -2.7
DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 10/14 EUR 217.18 6.1 9.7 7.8
DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 10/14 EUR 181.06 1.6 4.1 6.0
DJE-Div& Substanz P EU EQ LUX 10/14 EUR 229.88 6.9 10.8 13.6
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 10/14 EUR 220.20 29.3 29.2 34.3
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 10/14 EUR 136.76 4.7 5.6 7.8
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 07/20 EUR 144.57 -8.5 5.0 7.6
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 07/20 EUR 140.29 -8.8 4.4 7.0
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 10/14 EUR 17.96 1.4 5.6 12.0
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 10/14 EUR 20.59 25.7 37.4 34.7

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 350.10 42.6 54.7 6.4
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 207.66 63.0 73.6 -11.3
Sel Euro Equity EUR OT OT GGY 12/31 EUR 96.29 32.6 27.0 -17.7
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 12/31 USD 181.94 42.7 49.9 -16.8
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 189.25 35.2 42.1 -15.7
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 143.46 11.4 15.8 -1.4
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 12/31 USD 143.75 68.5 80.5 -7.1
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 123.56 24.0 30.0 -14.2
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 168.82 30.1 42.6 -14.8

n HSBC Trinkaus Investment Managers SA
E-Mail: funds@hsbctrinkaus.lu
Telephone: 352 - 47 18471
Prosperity Return Fund A JP BD LUX 10/11 JPY 10473.47 5.6 NS NS
Prosperity Return Fund B EU BD LUX 10/11 JPY 9515.49 -3.7 NS NS
Prosperity Return Fund C EU BD LUX 10/11 USD 104.26 8.1 NS NS
Prosperity Return Fund D EU BD LUX 10/11 EUR 112.95 15.7 NS NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd A JP BD LUX 10/11 JPY 10488.09 6.0 NS NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd B EU BD LUX 10/11 JPY 9444.66 -4.2 NS NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd C EU BD LUX 10/11 USD 102.76 7.6 NS NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd D EU BD LUX 10/11 EUR 107.65 10.6 NS NS

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI EU EQ SVN 10/13 EUR 20.03 -17.6 -30.3 -20.5
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 10/13 EUR 49.72 43.2 52.9 43.7

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Republikas square 2a, Riga, LV-1522, Latvia

www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Eastern Europ Bal OT OT LVA 10/13 EUR 15.32 14.6 16.2 15.5
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 10/13 USD 17.28 18.0 21.3 22.4
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 10/13 USD 23.55 20.6 21.0 41.6

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
Pictet-Agriculture-P EUR GL EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 141.20 16.4 32.6 NS
Pictet-Asian Eq ExJpn-I USD AS EQ LUX 10/14 USD 194.80 11.1 14.5 23.9
Pictet-Asian Eq ExJpn-P USD AS EQ LUX 10/14 USD 184.17 10.4 13.6 22.9
Pictet-Biotech-P USD OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 283.99 0.3 -0.9 -3.0
Pictet-CHF Liquidity-P CH MM LUX 10/13 CHF 124.13 -0.1 -0.1 0.2
Pictet-CHF Liquidity-P dy CH MM LUX 10/13 CHF 93.33 -0.1 -0.1 0.2
Pictet-Conv. Bonds-P EUR EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 100.84 NS NS NS
Pictet-Digital Comm-P USD OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 135.45 15.9 22.9 29.6
Pictet-Eastern Europe-P EUR EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 378.04 20.2 27.1 39.0
Pictet-Emerging Markets-P USD GL EQ LUX 10/14 USD 596.85 11.9 15.6 29.1
Pictet-Eu Equities Sel-P EUR EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 433.78 6.3 11.0 10.4
Pictet-EUR Bonds-P EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 413.16 7.5 7.5 6.6
Pictet-EUR Bonds-Pdy EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 302.97 7.5 7.5 6.6
Pictet-EUR Corporate Bonds-P EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 158.12 6.9 8.4 14.4
Pictet-EUR Corporate Bonds-Pdy EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 107.19 6.9 8.4 14.4
Pictet-EUR High Yield-P EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 172.70 18.1 22.3 29.4
Pictet-EUR High Yield-Pdy EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 94.66 18.1 22.3 29.4
Pictet-EUR Liquidity-P EU MM LUX 10/13 EUR 136.23 0.2 0.3 1.0
Pictet-EUR Liquidity-Pdy EU MM LUX 10/13 EUR 96.86 0.2 0.2 1.0
Pictet-EUR Sovereign Liq-P EU MM LUX 10/13 EUR 102.44 0.0 0.0 0.6
Pictet-EUR Sovereign Liq-Pdy EU MM LUX 10/13 EUR 99.95 0.0 0.0 0.6
Pictet-Europe Index-P EUR EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 108.50 7.4 12.9 11.8
Pictet-European Sust Eq-P EUR EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 142.85 7.3 13.1 11.2
Pictet-Glo Emerging Debt-P USD GL BD LUX 10/13 USD 275.55 13.3 12.2 27.1
Pictet-Glo Emerging Debt-Pdy USD GL BD LUX 10/13 USD 178.95 13.3 12.2 27.1
Pictet-Greater China-P USD AS EQ LUX 10/14 USD 391.47 11.5 18.0 27.9
Pictet-Indian Equities-P USD EA EQ LUX 10/14 USD 447.60 24.1 23.5 38.6
Pictet-Japan Index-P JPY JP EQ LUX 10/14 JPY 8307.18 -6.5 -4.1 -5.0
Pictet-Japanese Eq 130/30-P JPY JP EQ LUX 10/14 JPY 4194.61 -5.0 -2.6 -3.2
Pictet-Japanese Eq Sel-I JPY JP EQ LUX 10/14 JPY 7320.53 -5.5 -3.8 -7.5
Pictet-Japanese Eq Sel-P JPY JP EQ LUX 10/14 JPY 7064.82 -6.0 -4.4 -8.1
Pictet-MENA-P USD OT OT LUX 10/13 USD 52.18 16.4 1.8 NS
Pictet-Pac (ExJpn) Idx-P USD AS EQ LUX 10/14 USD 308.58 13.0 13.8 29.2
Pictet-Piclife-P CHF CH BA LUX 10/13 CHF 796.88 0.7 2.2 5.5
Pictet-Premium Brands-P EUR OT EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 84.04 28.6 40.4 27.8
Pictet-Russian Equities-P USD EE EQ LUX 10/13 USD 73.34 13.8 18.2 47.3
Pictet-Security-P USD GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 116.06 16.6 22.5 24.8
Pictet-Small Cap Europe-P EUR EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 535.88 18.3 20.1 19.0
Pictet-Timber-P USD GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 115.96 8.9 18.0 14.9
Pictet-USA Index-P USD US EQ LUX 10/13 USD 96.50 6.5 10.9 9.7
Pictet-USD Government Bonds-P US BD LUX 10/13 USD 553.03 8.9 7.3 6.4
Pictet-USD Government Bonds-Pdy US BD LUX 10/13 USD 395.43 8.9 7.3 6.4
Pictet-USD Liquidity-P US MM LUX 10/13 USD 131.20 0.1 0.1 0.6
Pictet-USD Liquidity-Pdy US MM LUX 10/13 USD 84.96 0.1 0.1 0.6
Pictet-USD Sovereign Liq-P US MM LUX 10/13 USD 101.62 0.1 0.1 0.4
Pictet-USD Sovereign Liq-Pdy US MM LUX 10/13 USD 100.12 0.1 0.1 0.4
Pictet-Water-P EUR GL EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 135.80 9.6 18.7 9.4
Pictet-World Gvt Bonds-P USD EU BD LUX 10/14 USD 180.12 9.1 6.2 9.8
Pictet-World Gvt Bonds-Pdy USD EU BD LUX 10/14 USD 146.07 9.1 6.2 9.8

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 10/13 USD 15.92 18.4 28.7 32.3
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 10/14 USD 17.20 8.2 2.9 17.7
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT EQ IRL 10/13 USD 13.13 1.5 6.1 NS
Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT EQ IRL 10/13 USD 13.06 1.2 5.6 NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 107.82 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 09/30 USD 11.16 35.9 -24.7 -17.9
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 08/31 USD 134.80 -1.8 1.7 6.9
Europn Forager USD B EU EQ CYM 08/31 USD 227.05 1.4 7.5 7.0
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 04/30 USD 14.21 2.2 -4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A EU EQ CYM 11/28 USD 324.09 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 178.77 -2.8 -3.7 2.8

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: +6221 25574 883 Fax: +6221 25574 893 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund GL EQ BMU 10/13 USD 179.66 41.1 45.6 62.8

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
ACTION FRANCE A EU EQ IRL 10/13 EUR 712.06 0.6 3.6 5.9
CORE EUROZONE EQ B EU EQ IRL 10/13 EUR 850.82 2.3 4.2 8.8
EURO FIXED INCOME A EU BD IRL 10/13 EUR 1358.91 9.2 10.7 9.2
EURO FIXED INCOME B EU BD IRL 10/13 EUR 1457.85 9.7 11.4 9.9
EUROPEAN SMALL CAP A EU EQ IRL 10/13 EUR 1417.32 18.0 20.4 16.7
EUROPEAN SMALL CAP B EU EQ IRL 10/13 EUR 1525.33 18.6 21.1 17.4
EUROZONE AGG A EUR EU EQ IRL 10/13 EUR 708.01 7.9 8.1 11.8
EUROZONE AGG B EUR EU EQ IRL 10/13 EUR 1022.27 8.5 8.7 12.5
GLB REAL EST SEC A OT EQ IRL 10/13 USD 1041.76 16.2 20.9 12.8
GLB REAL EST SEC B OT EQ IRL 10/13 USD 1079.07 16.7 21.6 13.5
GLB REAL EST SEC EH A OT EQ IRL 10/13 EUR 901.92 12.1 17.4 7.4
GLB REAL EST SEC SH B OT EQ IRL 10/13 GBP 85.56 13.0 18.4 7.4
GLB STRAT YIELD A EU BD IRL 10/13 EUR 1816.57 13.0 17.8 22.3
GLB STRAT YIELD B EU BD IRL 10/13 EUR 1952.99 13.6 18.5 23.1
GLOBAL BOND A EU BD IRL 10/13 EUR 1271.28 15.1 18.6 13.0
GLOBAL BOND B EU BD IRL 10/13 EUR 1360.29 15.6 19.3 13.7
GLOBAL BOND EH A GL BD IRL 10/13 EUR 1522.43 10.7 12.0 12.0
GLOBAL BOND EH B GL BD IRL 10/13 EUR 1623.60 11.2 12.7 12.6
JAPAN EQUITY A JP EQ IRL 10/13 JPY 10408.44 -10.6 -10.6 -1.7
JAPAN EQUITY B JP EQ IRL 10/13 JPY 11146.22 -10.1 -10.1 -1.1
PAC BASIN (X JPN) A AS EQ IRL 10/13 USD 2553.59 11.7 16.1 34.9
PAC BASIN (X JPN) B AS EQ IRL 10/13 USD 2738.12 12.2 16.8 35.7
PAN EUROPEAN EQUITY A EU EQ IRL 10/13 EUR 1041.74 8.2 11.2 12.9
PAN EUROPEAN EQUITY B EU EQ IRL 10/13 EUR 1115.79 8.7 11.8 13.5
US EQUITY A US EQ IRL 10/13 USD 910.28 4.3 8.3 9.3
US EQUITY B US EQ IRL 10/13 USD 979.19 4.8 8.9 9.9
US SMALL CAP EQUITY A US EQ IRL 10/13 USD 1412.77 9.6 12.9 10.6
US SMALL CAP EQUITY B US EQ IRL 10/13 USD 1520.72 10.1 13.6 11.2

n SG ASSET MANAGEMENT HTTP://WWW.SGAM.COM
A company of Amundi Group
Bonds ConvEurope A EU BD LUX 10/12 EUR 32.98 11.2 13.1 6.5
Bonds Eur Corp A EU BD LUX 10/12 EUR 24.26 5.1 5.7 10.9
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A EU BD LUX 10/12 EUR 23.08 12.1 14.0 23.8
Bonds EURO A EU BD LUX 10/12 EUR 43.50 6.0 5.5 7.5
Bonds Europe A EU BD LUX 10/12 EUR 41.49 6.1 5.9 7.1
Bonds US MtgBkSec A US BD LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 -4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds World A GL BD LUX 10/12 USD 45.58 8.5 4.8 10.6
Eq. AsiaPac Dual Strategies A AS EQ LUX 10/13 USD 11.30 8.4 12.2 27.1
Eq. China A AS EQ LUX 10/13 USD 24.89 3.1 10.3 30.1
Eq. Concentrated Euroland A EU EQ LUX 09/30 EUR 86.45 -7.0 -5.2 -3.5
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA EU EQ LUX 10/12 EUR 28.49 5.5 8.9 18.1
Eq. Emerging Europe A EU EQ LUX 10/12 EUR 27.10 15.1 20.0 29.8
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT EQ LUX 10/12 USD 17.27 -4.8 -2.9 15.9
Eq. Euroland A EU EQ LUX 10/12 EUR 10.56 -2.5 -0.9 8.4
Eq. Euroland MidCapA EU EQ LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 -45.7 -33.8
Eq. Euroland Small Cap A EU EQ LUX 10/12 EUR 156.61 11.0 8.4 24.2
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT EQ LUX 10/12 EUR 18.67 4.9 7.1 17.8
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT EQ LUX 10/12 EUR 10.19 -10.0 -17.9 -0.5
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A GL EQ LUX 10/12 USD 9.42 -2.7 -0.4 23.8

Eq. Global A GL EQ LUX 10/12 USD 29.16 4.7 6.8 19.2
Eq. Global Resources A GL EQ LUX 10/12 USD 123.34 13.0 17.1 39.0
Eq. Gold Mines A OT EQ LUX 10/12 USD 38.53 27.2 24.9 52.4
Eq. India A EA EQ LUX 10/13 USD 160.39 22.7 26.5 39.0
Eq. Japan CoreAlpha A JP EQ LUX 10/13 JPY 6805.98 -6.2 -8.8 4.8
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A JP EQ LUX 10/13 JPY 940.37 -12.1 -15.1 11.0
Eq. Japan Target A JP EQ LUX 10/14 JPY 1509.13 -7.9 -11.3 0.5
Eq. Latin America A GL EQ LUX 10/12 USD 129.33 11.3 16.7 46.2
Eq. US ConcenCore A US EQ LUX 10/12 USD 23.71 4.9 12.1 20.5
Eq. US Focused A US EQ LUX 10/12 USD 16.35 3.1 1.9 6.8
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A US EQ LUX 10/12 USD 15.81 3.7 8.4 16.6
Eq. US Mid Cap A US EQ LUX 10/12 USD 33.82 13.2 18.7 28.6
Eq. US Multi Strg A US EQ LUX 10/12 USD 22.48 5.7 8.6 16.0
Eq. US Rel Val A US EQ LUX 10/12 USD 21.29 3.4 5.1 13.9
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A US EQ LUX 10/12 USD 16.91 6.0 4.1 5.2
Money Market EURO A EU MM LUX 10/12 EUR 27.47 0.3 0.4 1.1
Money Market USD A US MM LUX 10/12 USD 15.87 0.2 0.2 0.6

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT OT BMU 10/07 USD 837.00 -12.9 -22.5 -21.4
MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 09/30 USD 1138.03 5.4 -0.2 6.8
UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 10/07 AED 5.18 -2.8 -22.2 -23.1

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com

n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 8578.00 -9.3 -4.8 -4.3
YMR-N Small Cap Fund JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 6060.00 -13.6 -14.4 -0.9

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 5280.00 -14.2 -13.9 -11.2

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 6151.00 -9.9 -6.3 -7.2
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 7049.00 -6.5 -11.3 -7.9

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 4044.00 -13.5 -10.3 -11.4
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 4658.00 -11.2 -9.4 -11.8
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 4392.00 -14.0 -15.3 -1.2

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 3812.00 -13.8 -10.6 -13.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 4023.00 -13.8 -13.3 -14.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 5971.00 -14.3 -9.6 -8.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 7809.00 -9.4 -7.9 -7.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 5735.00 -9.8 -8.6 -7.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 6916.00 -9.4 -7.0 -11.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 4585.00 -11.6 -9.5 -10.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 10381.00 -10.2 -11.9 -4.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 6809.00 -14.5 -13.7 -11.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 6162.00 -13.7 -15.5 1.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel AS EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 5127.00 -9.2 -8.7 -5.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo AS EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 2244.00 -17.7 -26.2 -6.2

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 10/14 JPY 4912.00 -9.4 -8.1 -8.1
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MARKETS

Regulator cleared
in Goldman lawsuit

An internal watchdog cleared the
Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion of improper conduct in its
fraud lawsuit against Goldman
Sachs Group Inc., saying there was
no evidence the suit’s timing was
politically motivated.

The 77-page report by SEC In-
spector General H. David Kotz lifts a
cloud that had hung over the SEC’s
case against Goldman, with Mr. Kotz
concluding the SEC wasn’t trying to
influence Congress’s discussion of a
financial-regulation bill—an allega-
tion that had been made by the
agency’s critics.

The report gives an inside
glimpse of the SEC’s actions leading
up to its suit against Goldman and
one of the firm’s traders on Friday,
April 16. Goldman was accused of
misleading clients by selling mort-
gage-linked securities without dis-
closing the role of a hedge fund that
was seeking to cash in on the hous-
ing market’s collapse.

The Wall Street firm settled the
case on July 15, agreeing to pay a
$550 million and acknowledging a
mistake in its handling of the deal.

The timing of the suit and settle-
ment overlapped with Congress’s
debate over the Dodd-Frank finan-
cial-regulation bill, which was run-
ning into headwinds in April but
passed the Senate on the same day
as the Goldman settlement and be-

came law shortly afterward.
Mr. Kotz said he didn’t find that

the SEC intended to influence the
bill. His probe also found no evi-
dence that the SEC shared informa-
tion with the media about the Gold-
man probe before it filed the suit.

And the report said there was no
“concrete” or “tangible” evidence
that the suit was filed to drown out
an inspector general report that was
highly critical of the agency’s failure
to aggressively investigate concerns
about an $8 billion Ponzi scheme al-
legedly run by Texas financier R.
Allen Stanford. The Stanford report
was released just hours after the
Goldman suit.

During congressional testimony
last month, Mr. Kotz said the timing
of the suit was “suspicious,” but
didn’t cite any evidence of wrongdo-
ing. Mr. Kotz investigated the tim-
ing at the request of Rep. Darrell
Issa, the senior Republican on the
House Oversight and Government
Reform Committee.

The inspector general’s office in-
terviewed the five SEC commission-
ers, senior officials in the chair-
man’s office and enforcement
division, as well as attorneys for
Goldman, who said it was unusual to
not be given a chance to settle the
case. An SEC spokesman said, “This
report reaffirms that the case was
brought on the merits and only on
the merits.” A spokesman for Gold-
man declined to comment.

BY KARA SCANNELL

SEC postpones a vote
to settle Rattner case

The Securities and Exchange
Commission postponed a vote on
whether to approve a preliminary
settlement with former Obama ad-
ministration official Steven Rattner,
a person familiar with the matter
said.

Mr. Rattner, the Wall Street fi-
nancier and Democratic donor who
oversaw the Obama administration’s
auto-industry restructuring, has
been trying to finalize a deal with
SEC staff to resolve his role in a
“pay to play” scandal involving New
York state’s public pension fund,
people familiar with the matter said.

The SEC had been scheduled to
vote on the pact at a meeting Thurs-
day. Under the deal he was trying to
arrange with SEC staff late Wednes-
day, Mr. Rattner would pay $6 mil-
lion and accept a two-year ban from
the financial industry, people famil-
iar with the matter said.

It wasn’t immediately clear why
the SEC decided to postpone the
vote. Mr. Rattner is also under scru-
tiny from New York Attorney Gen-
eral Andrew Cuomo in connection
with the same allegations Mr. Ratt-
ner is seeking to resolve with the
SEC.

Mr. Rattner was drawn into the

parallel state and federal investiga-
tions in connection with his work at
his private-equity firm, Quadrangle
Group LLC.

The firm paid a political adviser
$1.1 million to help secure a $100
million investment from the fund,
court documents alleged. Mr. Ratt-
ner met with the adviser, a person
familiar with the matter said. Mr.
Rattner, who is no longer with
Quadrangle, also helped arrange to
distribute a low-budget movie,
“Chooch,” produced by the brother
of a pension official.

In April, Quadrangle agreed to
pay $12 million to settle investiga-
tions by the SEC and the New York
state attorney general. But Mr. Ratt-
ner wasn’t part of that pact, and at
the time the firm said in a state-
ment: “We wholly disavow the con-
duct engaged in by Steve Rattner.”

Earlier this year, Mr. Rattner had
been in talks with the SEC about a
ban from the securities industry for
three years, according to people fa-
miliar with the matter at the time.
Mr. Rattner wouldn’t accept the ban,
these people said.

BY KARA SCANNELL
AND MICHAEL CORKERY

Steven Rattner has been caught up in a ‘pay-to-play’ scandal in New York.
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WORLD NEWS

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, flanked by bodyguards, is surrounded by supporters trying to shake his hand Thursday in the southern Lebanese village
of Qana. Lebanon’s Shiite Muslim population, concentrated in sections of Beirut and in southern Lebanon, has given a hero’s welcome to the Iranian president.

Ahmadinejad caps Lebanon visit with praise for Hezbollah

Agence France-Presse/Getty Images

China takes old path in quest
for new self: the 5-year plan

BEIJING—China’s leadership is
aiming to use a sweeping twice-a-
decade economic and social plan to
set the country on a more equitable
and sustainable path, but there are
questions whether the old-style
five-year plan can get it there.

The Communist Party leadership
will discuss and approve an outline
of the massive blueprint, which sets
the nation’s priorities for the years
2011 to 2015, at a major meeting
that starts Friday, before the final
plan is published next year.

The broad outlines of the next
five-year plan are known even if the
precise contents are still secret: In
recent speeches, President Hu Jin-
tao and Premier Wen Jiabao—who
are set to hand over power to a new
generation of leaders two to three
years from now—have made clear
their ambition to steer China away
from a focus on growth and toward
a society more befitting the world’s
second-largest economy.

Mr. Wen has said the govern-
ment will “reverse the trend of wid-
ening income gap as quickly as pos-
sible” while Mr. Hu has said the
government will “institute a social
safety net that covers all.” Econo-
mists expect the coming five-year
plan to give government officials
new targets to meet in terms of
boosting consumption and incomes,
expanding public services and pre-
venting climate change.

China’s five-year plans have

come a long way since the first was
launched in 1953 with a call for self-
sufficiency in industry. But their
lofty goals don’t always translate
well into concrete action: Ensuring
that directives from Beijing are ac-
tually carried out in the nation’s
hundreds of cities and thousands of
villages is a monumental challenge.

“While the Beijing leadership can
reach consensus on policy, it doesn’t
have the capacity to implement
those policies effectively because of
the divergent interests of localities,”
said Huang Jing, a political scientist
at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Pub-
lic Policy in Singapore. “Whatever
policy is made by Beijing, it will be
distorted in the implementation by

local governments.”
Some targets in past five-year

plans—like economic growth—are
routinely exceeded by large margins,
while performance lags on other in-
dicators like boosting research and
the service sector.

Particularly problematic has
been the current plan’s signature
target: a reduction in energy inten-
sity—the amount of energy used to
produce each dollar of economic
output—by 20% from 2006 to 2010.
That goal is key to the current ad-
ministration’s push to reduce
China’s pollution and reliance on
imported resources.

While China’s energy intensity
had dropped 15.6% by the end of

2009, it actually rose in the first
quarter of the year amid a stimulus-
driven construction boom. The gov-
ernment now says efficiency im-
provements have resumed and the
target is on track to be met. But the
episode highlighted the challenges
the current administration faces as
it tries to use the old five-year plan
system for a new agenda of struc-
tural change to China’s economy.
Some economists argue, for in-
stance, that liberalizing state-set
prices for energy would work better
than imposing administrative tar-
gets for efficiency.

With economic performance the
key to advancement, local officials
tend to compete to deliver higher
growth and treat other directives as
secondary. The end result: Growth
has averaged over 11% since 2006.

So some economists have argued
for setting a lower growth target of
7% in the next five-year plan, to take
account of the weaker global econ-
omy and de-emphasize the pursuit
of growth above all else.

“The key is getting local govern-
ments to change from pursuing GDP
growth to pursuing targets like in-
creasing public services and higher
average incomes,” said Hu Angang,
an economist at Tsinghua University
who has worked on the last three
five-year plans. He hopes to see that
transition completed by the end of
the next plan in 2015.

“We need to pursue appropriate
and high-quality growth in the fu-
ture, not just fast growth,” he said.

BY ANDREW BATSON

Out of sync
Targeted and actual GDP growth for China's five-year plans
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Source: WSJ reporting

Outlook
for output
stays flat
for OPEC

VIENNA—The Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries de-
cided to keep its production policy
unchanged, amid strong oil prices
and concerns about the health of
economic recovery and the weak
U.S. dollar that is undercutting the
purchasing power of many OPEC
states.

The decision was confirmed by
OPEC President Wilson Pastor fol-
lowing a ministerial meeting Thurs-
day afternoon. “It’s officially a no
change,” an OPEC delegate said.

The group’s 12 ministers, meet-
ing for the first time since March,
decided to keep their production
quotas at the level they have been
since December 2008. The move fol-
lows similar decisions by OPEC in
2009 and in March 2010 to maintain
the current quota system.

The cartel’s decision, widely ex-
pected, comes as oil producers con-
tinue to enjoy strong and consistent
prices. At the same time, the deci-
sion came flagged with concern
about the uncertainty over the
health of recovery and the weak U.S.
dollar that is undercutting the pur-
chasing power of many OPEC states.

The move reflected most mem-
bers’ relative contentment with
prices. OPEC, whose crude accounts
for four out of every 10 barrels
burned globally daily, has been in a
comfortable position for months,
benefiting from rising oil prices
while producing a lot more crude
than its output quotas technically
permit.

Some OPEC states are hankering
for even higher oil prices in the
months ahead. “I think $100 is a
perfect price for next year,” Shokri
Ghanem, the head of the Libyan Na-
tional Oil Co., told journalists here
at the group’s headquarters.

But that sentiment jarred
OPEC’s most important member,
Saudi Arabia. The kingdom, the
world’s largest crude exporter, said
it prefers an oil price between $70
and $80, a level widely seen among
many oil-producing and consuming
nations as adequate to support oil-
drilling investments without finan-
cially hammering consumers.

Saudi oil minister Ali Naimi said
the kingdom was “very happy with
how things are in the market” and
played down calls from some hawk-
ish ministers—under pressure at
home from fragile economies—for
higher prices to compensate for a
weaker U.S. dollar against the euro
and other currencies. “Everybody
has their own opinion. We [in the
kingdom] are happy with the way
the market is,” Mr. Naimi said.

Mr. Naimi’s comments carry
weight because Saudi Arabia sits on
roughly 4.5 million barrels a day of
spare oil pumping capacity that can
be tapped to keep oil inven-
tory—which OPEC watches closely
to influence prices—at healthy lev-
els and, thus, to put a lid on run-
away prices. Mr. Naimi said the
kingdom was producing about 8.1
million barrels a day and said it
would satisfy all customer demand
for more oil, if requested.

By Spencer Swartz,
Benoit Faucon

and Summer Said
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Justin Jones tel: +44 0203 426 1167; email: justin.jones@dowjones.com

Data as shown is for information purposes only. No offer is being made by
Morningstar, Ltd. or this publication. Funds shown aren’t registered with the
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States citizens and/or residents except as noted. Prices are in local currencies.
All performance figures are calculated using the most recent prices available.
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n ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN
www.alliancebernstein.com/investments Tel. +800 2263 8637
Am Blend Portfolio A US EQ LUX 10/13 USD 10.55 1.7 4.0 6.9
Am Blend Portfolio I US EQ LUX 10/13 USD 12.48 2.1 4.6 7.6
Am Growth A US EQ LUX 10/13 USD 30.93 -1.0 3.1 12.5
Am Growth B US EQ LUX 10/13 USD 25.81 -1.7 2.1 11.4
Am Growth I US EQ LUX 10/13 USD 34.50 -0.3 3.9 13.4
Am Income A US BD LUX 10/13 USD 9.11 12.8 14.0 20.8
Am Income A2 US BD LUX 10/13 USD 21.52 13.0 14.1 20.8
Am Income B US BD LUX 10/13 USD 9.11 12.2 13.2 19.9
Am Income B2 US BD LUX 10/13 USD 18.45 12.4 13.3 20.0
Am Income I US BD LUX 10/13 USD 9.11 13.2 14.6 21.5
Emg Mkts Debt A GL BD LUX 10/13 USD 17.26 16.2 16.0 30.3
Emg Mkts Debt A2 GL BD LUX 10/13 USD 23.43 16.5 16.2 30.5

Emg Mkts Debt B GL BD LUX 10/13 USD 17.26 15.4 15.0 29.1
Emg Mkts Debt B2 GL BD LUX 10/13 USD 22.39 15.7 15.0 29.2
Emg Mkts Debt I GL BD LUX 10/13 USD 17.26 16.7 16.6 31.0
Emg Mkts Growth A GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 38.55 11.3 18.1 26.2
Emg Mkts Growth B GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 32.42 10.4 16.9 24.9
Emg Mkts Growth I GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 43.00 12.0 19.0 27.2
Eur Income A EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 7.04 11.3 12.3 20.1
Eur Income A2 EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 14.37 11.7 12.4 20.2
Eur Income B EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 7.04 10.7 11.6 19.3
Eur Income B2 EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 13.29 11.0 11.5 19.3
Eur Income I EU BD LUX 10/13 EUR 7.04 11.7 12.9 20.8
Eur Strat Value A EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 8.87 4.0 6.9 4.1
Eur Strat Value I EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 9.13 4.5 7.7 4.9
Eur Value A EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 9.51 3.4 7.5 6.1
Eur Value B EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 8.68 2.6 6.4 5.1
Eur Value I EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 11.05 4.0 8.2 7.0
EuroZone Strat Val AX EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 7.73 10.0 14.2 8.3
EuroZone Strat Val BX EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 6.90 9.2 13.1 7.2
EuroZone Strat Val IX EU EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 8.48 10.6 15.2 9.1
Gl Balanced (Euro) A EU BA LUX 10/13 USD 16.80 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) B EU BA LUX 10/13 USD 16.24 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) C EU BA LUX 10/13 USD 16.62 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) I EU BA LUX 10/13 USD 17.19 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced A US BA LUX 10/13 USD 17.23 4.6 6.2 9.8
Gl Balanced B US BA LUX 10/13 USD 16.26 3.8 5.1 8.8
Gl Balanced I US BA LUX 10/13 USD 17.97 5.1 6.9 10.6
Gl Bond A US BD LUX 10/13 USD 9.77 8.9 9.4 12.8
Gl Bond A2 US BD LUX 10/13 USD 17.47 9.1 9.5 12.8
Gl Bond B US BD LUX 10/13 USD 9.77 8.1 8.4 11.7
Gl Bond B2 US BD LUX 10/13 USD 15.18 8.3 8.4 11.6
Gl Bond I US BD LUX 10/13 USD 9.77 9.3 10.0 13.4
Gl Conservative A US BA LUX 10/13 USD 15.36 4.9 6.1 8.9

Gl Conservative A2 US BA LUX 10/13 USD 17.76 4.9 6.1 8.9
Gl Conservative B US BA LUX 10/13 USD 15.35 4.1 5.0 7.8
Gl Conservative B2 US BA LUX 10/13 USD 16.74 4.0 5.0 7.8
Gl Conservative I US BA LUX 10/13 USD 15.45 5.5 6.8 9.8
Gl Eq Blend A GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 11.79 1.1 3.4 6.8
Gl Eq Blend B GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 10.98 0.3 2.3 5.7
Gl Eq Blend I GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 12.52 1.8 4.2 7.6
Gl Growth A GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 43.03 2.7 6.1 6.3
Gl Growth B GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 35.64 1.9 5.0 5.3
Gl Growth I GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 48.07 3.3 6.9 7.2
Gl High Yield A US BD LUX 10/13 USD 4.70 15.1 19.4 29.5
Gl High Yield A2 US BD LUX 10/13 USD 10.68 15.3 19.2 29.3
Gl High Yield B US BD LUX 10/13 USD 4.70 14.2 18.1 27.9
Gl High Yield B2 US BD LUX 10/13 USD 17.04 14.5 18.1 28.1
Gl High Yield I US BD LUX 10/13 USD 4.70 15.5 20.0 30.4
Gl Thematic Res A GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 16.11 9.4 11.3 25.9
Gl Thematic Res B GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 13.99 8.5 10.2 24.6
Gl Thematic Res I GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 18.08 10.0 12.2 26.9
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 11.14 0.0 1.4 7.5
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 10.16 -0.8 0.4 6.4
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 10/13 USD 11.92 0.6 2.1 8.3
India Growth A EA EQ LUX 10/13 USD 160.62 26.6 33.2 NS
India Growth AX EA EQ LUX 10/13 USD 140.72 26.8 33.5 51.5
India Growth B EA EQ LUX 10/13 USD 166.95 25.6 31.8 NS
India Growth BX EA EQ LUX 10/13 USD 119.35 25.9 32.2 50.0
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 10/13 USD 146.40 27.3 34.2 52.2
Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 134.61 -2.1 6.0 3.4
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 112.65 -2.8 5.0 2.3
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 148.00 -1.5 6.9 4.2
Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 119.94 8.7 16.9 17.2
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 103.12 7.8 15.7 16.0
Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 135.33 9.4 17.9 18.2

Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 10/13 JPY 5484.00 -9.0 -5.9 -4.3
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 10/13 JPY 5180.00 -11.8 -9.8 -8.2
Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 10/13 JPY 5365.00 -11.2 -9.1 -7.5
Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 10/13 JPY 5804.00 -5.2 -1.1 0.1
Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 10/13 JPY 5995.00 -4.6 -0.3 0.9
Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 16.64 16.0 19.8 12.3
Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 15.09 15.0 18.5 11.2
Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 10/13 USD 18.00 16.7 20.8 13.2
Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 10/13 USD 7.42 4.2 6.6 3.9
Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 10/13 USD 10.20 4.2 6.5 3.8
Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 10/13 USD 7.42 3.8 6.1 3.5
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 10/13 USD 10.12 3.9 6.0 3.3
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 10/13 USD 7.42 4.6 7.2 4.5
US Thematic Portfolio A EUR H US EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 16.66 NS NS NS
US Thematic Portfolio B EUR H US EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 16.62 NS NS NS
US Thematic Portfolio C EUR H US EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 16.65 NS NS NS
US Thematic Portfolio I EUR H US EQ LUX 10/13 EUR 16.70 NS NS NS
US Thematic Research A US EQ LUX 10/13 USD 9.30 9.0 12.9 10.7
US Thematic Research B US EQ LUX 10/13 USD 8.49 8.2 11.7 9.6
US Thematic Research I US EQ LUX 10/13 USD 10.06 9.6 13.5 11.5

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 10/13 GBP 8.52 3.4 8.9 21.0
Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 10/13 EUR 6.32 -2.8 0.7 5.5

FUND SCORECARD
Europe Equity
These funds primarily take long/short positions in European equities. At least 60% of assets are invested
in Developed Greater Europe equities. Ranked on % total return (dividends reinvested) in U.S. dollars for
one year ending October 14, 2010

Leading 15 Performers
FUND FUND LEGAL % Return in $US **
RATING * NAME FUND MGM'T CO. CURR. BASE YTD 1-YR 2-YR 5-YR

NS Senvest SENVEST USDUSA 41.94 73.24 58.12 11.33
Israel Partners INTERNATIONAL LLC

NS Atlant Sharp Atlant Fonder AB SEKSWE 30.68 41.54 38.04 NS

NS Traction Traction Fonder AB SEKSWE 35.90 41.03 20.96 NS
SmallCap

1 Atlant Edge Atlant Fonder AB SEKSWE 26.85 40.30 36.85 5.30

1 Pearlfisher Internationale EURLIE 72.78 39.09 0.55 NS
L/S Opportunity B Fondsservice AG

NS Cicero Focus Cicero Fonder AB SEKSWE 22.88 37.19 38.29 NS

NS CB Hedge CB Asset EURLUX 20.97 27.92 NS NS
Europe Acc Management AB

3 Atlant Atlant Fonder AB SEKSWE 21.31 26.76 13.65 3.31
Explora

5 GLG European GLG Partners LP JPYCYM 23.26 25.45 26.27 NS
Long-Short Fund K UNRES

NS Nordic Alpha Orkla Finans EURIRL 3.75 24.39 7.91 5.21
Plc EUR Kapitalforvaltning ASA

NOTE: Changes in currency rates will affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
KEY: ** 2YR and 5YR performance is annualized 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City Road
NA-not available due to incomplete data; London EC1Y 1HQ United Kingdom
NS-fund not in existence for entire period www.morningstar.co.uk; Email: mediaservice@morningstar.com

Phone: +44 (0)203 107 0038; Fax: +44 (0)203 107 0001

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

MARKETS

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month periods
pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 08/31 USD 2174.86 28.6 51.1 47.6

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 08/31 EUR 99.53 -0.3 -0.2 -5.9
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 08/31 EUR 941.28 -4.8 -4.3 -13.1

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 03/12 USD 963.12 4.5 105.6 -23.2

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ USA 01/31 EUR 187.60 -23.2 -21.7 -7.7
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 01/31 USD 194.78 -24.5 -22.7 -9.1
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 09/30 EUR 208.90 7.1 10.2 -0.7
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 09/30 USD 221.07 9.5 12.7 0.5
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 09/30 USD 398.75 7.6 4.9 -4.1
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 09/30 USD 398.75 7.6 4.9 -4.1

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 03/31 GBP 1.11 2.9 16.5 0.6
Global Absolute EUR OT OT GGY 05/13 EUR 1.56 2.8 14.2 NS

Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 03/31 USD 2.05 2.8 15.2 0.3

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 08/31 EUR 89.13 -1.8 5.0 NS
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 08/31 EUR 84.59 -1.3 5.7 NS
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 96.21 -1.2 5.9 NS
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 93.78 -1.7 5.2 NS

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT GGY 04/30 EUR 120.82 3.5 -13.4 -3.8
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT GGY 08/31 CHF 109.96 0.1 1.9 NS
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT GGY 04/30 EUR 109.43 2.9 -15.9 -5.9
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT GGY 08/31 GBP 131.72 0.6 2.6 NS
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT GGY 07/30 USD 111.21 0.9 3.0 NS
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 08/31 EUR 128.58 1.3 3.7 NS
GH FUND S GBP OT OT GGY 08/31 GBP 133.52 1.6 3.9 NS
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 150.77 1.3 3.6 NS
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 08/31 USD 272.27 0.4 2.2 NS
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 08/31 USD 139.81 NS 2.9 NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 08/31 USD 117.42 -0.9 2.4 NS
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 08/31 CHF 95.57 1.1 4.7 -5.7
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 08/31 EUR 104.43 1.4 5.4 -5.2
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 08/31 GBP 112.74 1.5 5.6 -5.6
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 08/31 EUR 112.67 2.5 6.1 NS
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 08/31 GBP 118.10 2.4 7.0 -4.3
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 128.69 2.4 6.0 NS
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT JEY 08/31 USD 196.68 1.3 5.4 -3.7

n HSBC Uni-folio
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 09/17 EUR 98.05 -1.2 -0.4 NS
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 09/17 USD 180.27 -1.3 -0.3 NS
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 09/17 USD 167.03 -0.2 0.8 NS
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 09/17 EUR 92.73 -0.5 0.6 NS
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 09/17 EUR 129.64 -2.3 -1.9 NS
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 09/17 USD 137.47 -2.5 -2.0 NS
Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 09/17 EUR 104.55 -3.4 -2.2 NS
Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 09/17 USD 105.07 -3.0 -1.8 NS
Trading Adv JPY OT OT GGY 07/30 JPY 9414.60 2.1 -1.0 NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 09/17 USD 143.91 2.6 -2.5 NS
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 09/17 EUR 130.31 2.3 -2.9 NS
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 09/17 GBP 138.43 2.8 -2.2 NS

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 10/08 USD 402.74 9.2 18.6 11.8
Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 10/08 USD 808.05 13.8 41.5 15.7
Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 09/29 EUR 44.67 -25.5 -34.6 -33.9
Meriden Protective Div GL EQ AND 09/01 EUR 79.14 NS NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 06/30 USD 1481.20 NS 1.3 -4.4

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR Cls H GL OT CYM 08/31 EUR 1036.88 11.2 10.4 NS
Winton Evolution GBP Cls G GL OT CYM 08/31 GBP 1043.04 11.5 10.7 NS
Winton Evolution USD Cls F GL OT CYM 08/31 USD 1314.75 11.2 10.6 7.2
Winton Futures EUR Cls C GL OT VGB 08/31 EUR 214.32 9.8 10.6 8.0
Winton Futures GBP Cls D GL OT VGB 08/31 GBP 231.82 9.9 10.9 8.5
Winton Futures JPY Cls E GL OT VGB 08/31 JPY 15141.24 11.1 11.8 7.3
Winton Futures USD Cls B GL OT VGB 08/31 USD 760.93 9.8 10.8 7.9

INDICES
NAV ——————%RETURN ——————

FUND NAME GF DATE CR NAV 1-WK 1-MO 1-Q 1-YR 2-YR

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de

ARIX Composite Gross USD OT OT GBR 09/30.00 USD1425.72 7.4 -12.7 -6.5

Barrick unit
cuts forecast
of gold output
after fuel theft

LONDON—African Barrick Gold
PLC on Thursday cut its gold-output
forecast for the second time in less
than three months, citing the sus-
pension of dozens of workers at its
Buzwagi mine in Tanzania after the
discovery of a fuel-theft ring there.

The company, which is 75%-
owned by Barrick Gold Corp. of
Canada, reduced its 2010 production
forecast to near the 2009 level of
716,000 troy ounces.

The news sent ABG shares tum-
bling 9.5% to 564 pence ($8.96)
Thursday in London trading.

In March, ABG forecast gold out-
put for the year at between 800,000
ounces and 850,000 ounces. In July
it lowered that projection to be-
tween 750,000 ounces and 800,000
ounces, attributing the move to de-
lays in accessing higher ore grades
at Buzwagi.

ABG said it suspended 60 em-
ployees due to the fuel thefts and a
number of contractors, or more than
40% of its mining department. It
said the suspension has delayed
mining of higher-grade ore and
forced the company to process low-
grade stockpiles. As a result, it said,
third-quarter production at Buzwagi
was reduced by about 10,000 ounces
and full-year output will be 30,000
ounces less than expected.

BY ALEX MACDONALD

Bank stocks drop
in Europe and U.S.

Banking stocks fell and weak U.S.
economic data soured sentiment,
undoing a firmer start for European
share indexes.

The dollar fell sharply as a sur-
prise decision by the Monetary Au-
thority of Singapore to tighten pol-
icy helped accelerate the currency’s
decline.

U.S. stocks weakened amid con-
cerns over banks’ foreclosure prac-
tices. The Dow Jones Industrial Av-
erage was down 39.58 points, or
0.4%, to 11056.50 in late trading,
putting a four-session winning
streak at risk a day after the index
hit its highest close in more than
five months.

Banking stocks fell as growing
concerns about foreclosure practices
rattled U.S. investors. In addition,
analysts anticipate that European
banks will need to raise substantial
capital to meet tougher regulations
commonly referred to as “Basel III.”

The Stoxx Europe 600 index
ended 0.2% lower at 265.68. The
U.K.’s FTSE 100 shed 0.4% to
5727.21. France’s CAC-40 eased 0.2%
to 3819.17. But Germany’s DAX
added 0.3% to 6455.27.

Financial stocks fell particularly
hard in the U.S. Bank of America
dropped 5.2% in late trade and J.P.
Morgan Chase fell 3.1%. Both are
among the wave of banks that are
reviewing their foreclosures after

temporarily suspending evictions
due to concerns over “robo signers,”
who approved hundreds of foreclo-
sure documents a day. Among other
banks reviewing foreclosures, Wells
Fargo fell 4.8%.

In Europe, Royal Bank of Scot-
land declined 4.7% and Barclays
lost 4.1%, both in London. Société
Générale fell 3.1% in Paris.

European resource shares gener-
ally rose on the back of a surge in
crude oil and bullion prices. Xstrata
climbed 3.2% and Fresnillo gained
2.3%. Shares of Rio Tinto rose 2.4%
after the firm reported a strong per-
formance in the third quarter with
higher iron-ore production.

But African Barrick Gold PLC
tumbled 9.5% even as gold soared,
on news the company cut its 2010
output target after it discovered fuel
theft at its Buzwagi mine.

In the currency markets, the
euro rose to $1.4061 in late after-
noon New York trade, up from
$1.3962 late Wednesday. The dollar
weakened to 81.43 yen from 81.81
yen, hitting a fresh 15-year low ear-
lier in the session.

Gold futures set yet another re-
cord. The front-month contract for
October delivery gained $7.20, or
0.5%, to $1,376.70 an ounce on the
Comex division of the New York
Mercantile Exchange.

In major market action: Saint-
Gobain rose 1.2% in Paris. The com-
pany is considering an initial public

offering of its packaging operations,
one of the world’s biggest manufac-
turers of glass containers.

Syngenta rose 3.8% in Zurich af-
ter the producer of seeds and crop-
protection chemicals said third-
quarter sales increased 10% and af-
firmed its full-year outlook.

Roche Holding shed 0.5%. The
Swiss drug firm reported a 7% de-

cline in third-quarter sales, as de-
mand for its Tamiflu treatment
dropped sharply.

In the U.S., Yahoo rose 4.9% af-
ter The Wall Street Journal reported
AOL and several private-equity
firms, including Silver Lake Part-
ners and Blackstone Group, are
considering a possible takeover bid
for the Internet company.

BY ISHAQ SIDDIQI


